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Hollywood

The Movie Audience and Hollywood: 
Mass Culture Creates a New National Community 

nside midtown Manhattan’s magnificent new Roxy Theater,
a sellout crowd eagerly settled in for opening night. Outside,
thousands of fans cheered wildly at the arrival of movie

stars such as Charlie Chaplin, Gloria Swanson, and Harold Lloyd.
A squadron of smartly uniformed ushers guided patrons under a
five-story-tall rotunda to some 6,200 velvet-covered seats. The
audience marveled at the huge gold and rose-colored murals, clas-
sical statuary, plush carpeting, and Gothic-style windows. It was
easy to believe newspaper reports that the theater had cost $10 mil-
lion to build. Suddenly, light flooded the orchestra pit and
110 musicians began playing “The Star Spangled Banner.”A troupe
of 100 performers took the stage, dancing ballet numbers and
singing old southern melodies such as “My Old Kentucky Home”
and “Swanee River.” Congratulatory telegrams from President
Calvin Coolidge and other dignitaries flashed on the screen. Finally,
the evening’s feature presentation, The Love of Sunya, starring Gloria
Swanson, began. Samuel L. “Roxy” Rothapfel, the theater’s designer,
had realized his grand dream—to build “the cathedral of the
motion picture.”

When Roxy’s opened in March 1927, nearly 60 million
Americans “worshiped” each week at movie theaters across the
nation. The “movie palaces” of the 1920s were designed to trans-
port patrons to exotic places and different times. As film pioneer
Marcus Loew put it, “We sell tickets to theaters, not movies.”
Every large community boasted at least one opulent movie theater.
Houston’s Majestic was built to represent an ancient Italian gar-
den; it had a ceiling made to look like an open sky, complete with
stars and cloud formations. The Tivoli in Chicago featured opu-
lent French Renaissance decor; Grauman’s Egyptian in Los Angeles

recreated the look of a pharaoh’s tomb; and Albuquerque’s Kimo
drew inspiration from Navajo art and religion.

The remarkable popularity of motion pictures, and later
radio, forged a new kind of community. A huge national audi-
ence regularly went to the movies, and the same entertainment
could be enjoyed virtually anywhere in the country by just about
everyone. Movies emerged as the most popular form in the new
mass culture, with an appeal that extended far beyond the films
themselves, or even the theaters. Americans embraced the cult of
celebrity, voraciously consuming fan magazines, gossip columns,
and news of the stars. By the 1920s, the production center for
this dream world was Hollywood, California, a suburb of Los
Angeles that had barely existed in 1890.

Motion picture companies found Hollywood an alluring
alternative to the east coast cities where they had been born. Its
reliably sunny and dry climate was ideal for year-round filming.
Its unique surroundings offered a perfect variety of scenic
locations—mountains, desert, ocean—and downtown Los
Angeles was only an hour away. Land was cheap and plentiful.
And because Los Angeles was the leading nonunion, open-shop
city in the country, so was labor. By the early 1920s, Hollywood
produced more than 80 percent of the nation’s motion pictures
and was assuming mythical status. The isolation of the town, its
great distance from the Eastern cities, its lack of traditional
sources of culture and learning—all contributed to movie folk
looking at life in a self-consciously “Hollywood” way.

With its feel of a modern frontier boomtown, Hollywood
was a new kind of American community. It lured the young and
cosmopolitan with the promise of upward mobility and a new way
of life. Most of the top studio executives were Jewish immigrants
from eastern and central Europe. In contrast to most Americans,
who hailed from rural areas or small towns, more than half of
Hollywood’s writers, directors, editors, and actors were born in
cities of over 100,000. Two-thirds of its performers were under
thirty-five, and three-fourths of its actresses were under twenty-
five. More than 90 percent of its writers (women made up one-
third to one-half of this key group) had attended college or



worked in journalism. The movies this untypical community cre-
ated evoked the pleasures of leisure, consumption, and personal
freedom, redefining the nation’s cultural values in the 1920s.

Movie stars dominated Hollywood. Charlie Chaplin, Mary
Pickford, Rudolph Valentino, Gloria Swanson, and Douglas
Fairbanks became popular idols as much for their highly pub-
licized private lives as for their roles on screen. Many accumu-
lated great wealth, becoming the nation’s experts on how to live
well. Movie folk built luxurious mansions in a variety of archi-
tectural styles, and outfitted them with swimming pools, tennis
courts, golf courses, and lavish gardens.

Visitors often noted that Hollywood had no museums, art
galleries, live theater, or other traditional institutions of high cul-
ture. How would the town’s wealthy movie elite spend their time
and money? By 1916, Charlie Chaplin, a working-class immi-
grant from the London slums, was earning $10,000 a week for
the comedies that made his the most famous face in the world.
He recalled trying to figure out what to do with his new wealth.
“The money I earned was legendary, a symbol in figures, for I had
never actually seen it. I therefore had to do something to prove
I had it. So I procured a secretary, a valet, a car, a chauffeur.”

Ordinary Americans found it easy to identify with movie
stars despite their wealth and status. Unlike industrialists or
politicians, stars had no social authority over large groups of

employees or voters. They, too, had to answer to a boss, and
most had risen from humble beginnings. But above all,
Hollywood, like the movies it churned out, represented for mil-
lions of Americans new possibilities: freedom, material success,
upward mobility, and the chance to remake one’s very identity.
By the end of the decade, the Hollywood “dream factory” had
helped forge a national community whose collective aspirations
and desires were increasingly defined by those possibilities, even
if relatively few Americans realized them during the 1920s.

Although it became a preeminent symbol around the globe
for America’s growing cultural and economic influence,
Hollywood was by no means a typical 1920s community. Nor
did Hollywood films offer anything near an accurate reflection
of the complexities of American society. American life would
increasingly be defined by an urban-based mass media that
claimed the entire nation for its audience. Yet resentment toward
and resistance against the new popular culture was widespread.
Movies celebrated prosperity, new technologies, and expanded
consumerism, but these were by no means shared equally among
Americans in the decade following World War I. And while
Hollywood films touted the promise of the modern, and the
potential for anyone to remake themselves, tenacious belief in
the old-fashioned verities of prewar America fueled some of
strongest political and cultural currents of the decade.
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A second industrial revolution that transforms the economy

The promise and limits of prosperity in the 1920s

New mass media and the culture of consumption

Republican Party dominance

Political and cultural opposition to modern trends

Postwar Prosperity and its Price

R epublican Warren G. Harding won the presidency in 1920, largely thanks to
his nostalgic call for a “return to normalcy.” But in the decade following the
end of World War I, the American economy underwent profound structural

changes that guaranteed life would never be “normal” again. The 1920s saw an enor-
mous increase in the efficiency of production, a steady climb in real wages, a decline
in the length of the average employee’s work week, and a boom in consumer-goods
industries. Americans shared unevenly in the postwar prosperity, and by the end of the

HOW DID the widespread use of

automobiles change American society in

the 1920s?
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decade, certain basic weaknesses in the economy helped to bring on the worst depres-
sion in American history. Yet overall, the nation experienced crucial transformations
in how it organized its business, earned its living, and enjoyed its leisure time.

The Second Industrial Revolution
The prosperity of the 1920s rested on what historians have called the “second indus-
trial revolution” in American manufacturing, in which technological innovations
made it possible to increase industrial output without expanding the labor force.
Electricity replaced steam as the main power source for industry in these years, mak-
ing possible the replacement of older machinery with more efficient and flexible
electric machinery. In 1914, only 30 percent of the nation’s factories were electri-
fied; by 1929, 70 percent relied on the electric motor rather than the steam engine.

Much of the newer, automatic machinery could be operated by unskilled and
semiskilled workers, and it boosted the overall efficiency of American industry. Thus
in 1929, the average worker in manufacturing produced roughly three-quarters more
per hour than he or she had in 1919. The machine industry itself, particularly the
manufacture of electrical machinery, led in productivity gains, enjoying one of the
fastest rates of expansion. It employed more workers than any other manufacturing
sector—some 1.1 million in 1929—supplying not only a growing home market, but
35 percent of the world market as well.

During the late nineteenth century, heavy industries such as machine tools,
railroads, iron, and steel had pioneered mass-production techniques. These indus-
tries manufactured what economists call producer-durable goods. In the 1920s, mod-
ern mass-production techniques were increasingly applied as well to newer
consumer-durable goods—automobiles, radios, washing machines, and telephones—
permitting firms to make large profits while keeping prices affordable. Other
consumer-based industries, such as canning, chemicals, synthetics, and plastics, began
to change the everyday lives of millions of Americans. With more efficient manage-

ment, greater mechanization, intensive product research, and ingenious
sales and advertising methods, the consumer-based industries helped to
nearly double industrial production in the 1920s.

America experienced a building boom during the 1920s, and its
construction industry played a large role in the new prosperity.
Expenditures for residential housing, nonresidential building, and pub-
lic construction projects all showed steady growth after 1921. The demand
for new housing was unprecedented, particularly with the backlog cre-
ated during World War I, when little new construction took place. The
growth in automobile ownership, as well as improvements in public mass
transit, made suburban living more attractive to families and suburban con-
struction more profitable for developers.

The Modern Corporation
In the late nineteenth century, individual entrepreneurs such as John D.
Rockefeller in oil and Andrew Carnegie in steel had provided a model for
success. They maintained both corporate control (ownership) and busi-
ness leadership (management) in their enterprises. In the 1920s, a man-
agerial revolution increasingly divorced ownership of corporate stock
from the everyday control of businesses (see Figure 23-1). The new cor-
porate ideal was to be found in men such as Alfred P. Sloan of General
Motors and Owen D. Young of the Radio Corporation of America. A grow-
ing class of salaried executives, plant managers, and engineers formed a
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FIGURE 23-1
Stock Market Prices, 1921–32 Common stock prices rose steeply
during the 1920s. Although only about 4 million Americans owned
stocks during the period, “stock watching” became something of a
national sport. 
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new elite, who made corporate policy without themselves having a control-
ling interest in the companies they worked for. They stressed scientific
management and the latest theories of behavioral psychology in their
effort to make their workplaces more productive, stable, and profitable
(see Figure 23-2).

During the 1920s, the most successful corporations were those that
led in three key areas: the integration of production and distribution,
product diversification, and the expansion of industrial research. Until the
end of World War I, for example, the chemical manufacturer Du Pont, had
specialized in explosives such as gunpowder. After the war, Du Pont moved
aggressively into the consumer market with a diverse array of products. The
company created separate but integrated divisions that produced and dis-
tributed new fabrics (such as rayon), paints, dyes, and celluloid products
(such as artificial sponges). The great electrical manufacturers—General
Electric and Westinghouse—similarly transformed themselves after the
war. Previously concentrating on lighting and power equipment, they now
diversified into household appliances like radios, washing machines, and
refrigerators. The chemical and electrical industries also led the way in
industrial research, hiring personnel to develop new products and test
their commercial viability.

By 1929, the 200 largest corporations owned nearly half the nation’s
corporate wealth—that is, physical plant, stock, and property. Half the
total industrial income—revenue from sales of goods—was concentrated
in 100 corporations. Oligopoly—the control of a market by a few large
producers—became the norm. Four companies packed almost three-quarters of all
American meat. Another four rolled nine out of every ten cigarettes. National chain
grocery stores, clothing shops, and pharmacies began squeezing out local neighbor-
hood businesses. One grocery chain alone, the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea
Company (A&P), accounted for 10 percent of all retail food sales in America. Its
15,000 stores sold a greater volume of goods than Ford Motor Company at its peak.
These changes meant that Americans were increasingly members of national con-
sumer communities, buying the same brands all over the country, as opposed to
locally produced goods.

Welfare Capitalism
The wartime gains made by organized labor, and the active sympathy shown to trade
unions by government agencies such as the National War Labor Board troubled most
corporate leaders. To challenge the power and appeal of trade unions and collective
bargaining, large employers aggressively promoted a variety of new programs designed
to improve worker well-being and morale. These schemes, collectively known as
welfare capitalism, became a key part of corporate strategy in the 1920s.

One approach was to encourage workers to acquire property through stock-
purchase plans or, less frequently, home-ownership plans. By 1927, 800,000 employees
had more than $1 billion invested in more than 300 companies. Other programs
offered workers insurance policies covering accidents, illness, old age, and death. By
1928, some 6 million workers had group insurance coverage valued at $7.5 billion. Many
plant managers and personnel departments consciously worked to improve safety con-
ditions, provide medical services, and establish sports and recreation programs for work-
ers. Employers hoped such measures would encourage workers to identify personally
with the company and discourage complaints on the job. To some extent they succeeded.
But welfare capitalism could not solve the most chronic problems faced by industrial
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FIGURE 23-2
Consumer Debt, 1920–31 The expansion of consumer borrowing
was a key component of the era’s prosperity. These figures do not
include mortgages or money borrowed to purchase stocks. They
reveal the great increase in “installment buying” for such con-
sumer durable goods as automobiles and household appliances. 

Welfare capitalism A paternalistic system 
of labor relations emphasizing management
responsibility for employee well-being.
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workers: seasonal unemployment, low wages, long
hours, and unhealthy factory conditions.

Large corporations also mounted an effective
antiunion campaign in the early 1920s called “the
American plan,” a name meant to associate union-
ism with foreign and un-American ideas. Backed
by powerful business lobbies such as the National
Association of Manufacturers and the Chamber of
Commerce, campaign leaders called for the open
shop, in which no employee would be compelled
to join a union. If a union existed, nonmembers
would still get whatever wages and rights the union
had won—a policy that put organizers at a disad-
vantage in signing up new members.

The open shop undercut the gains won in
a union shop, where new employees had to join
an existing union, or a closed shop, where
employers agreed to hire only union members. As
alternatives, large employers such as U.S. Steel
and International Harvester began setting up
company unions. Their intent was to substitute
largely symbolic employee representation in man-
agement conferences for the more confronta-
tional process of collective bargaining. These
management strategies contributed to a sharp

decline in the ranks of organized labor. Total union membership dropped from
about 5 million in 1920 to 3.5 million in 1926. A large proportion of the remaining
union members were concentrated in the skilled crafts of the building and printing
trades. A conservative and timid union leadership was also responsible for the trend.
William Green, who became president of the American Federation of Labor after
the death of Samuel Gompers in 1924, showed no real interest in getting unorga-
nized workers, such as those in the growing mass-production industries of automo-
biles, steel, and electrical goods, into unions. The federal government, which had
provided limited wartime support for unions, now reverted to a more probusiness
posture. The Supreme Court in particular, was unsympathetic toward unions, con-
sistently upholding the use of injunctions to prevent strikes, picketing, and other
union activities.

The Auto Age
In their classic community study Middletown (1929), sociologists Robert and Helen
Lynd noted the dramatic impact of the car on the social life of Muncie, Indiana.
“Why on earth do you need to study what’s changing this country?” asked one life-
long Muncie resident in 1924. “I can tell you what’s happening in just four letters:
A-U-T-O!” This remark hardly seems much of an exaggeration today. No other sin-
gle development could match the impact of the postwar automobile explosion on the
way Americans worked, lived, and played. The auto industry offered the clearest
example of the rise to prominence of consumer durables. During the 1920s, America
made approximately 85 percent of all the world’s passenger cars. By 1929, the motor
vehicle industry was the most productive in the United States in terms of value. In
that year, the industry added 4.8 million new cars to the more than 26 million—
roughly one for every five people—already on American roads.

The A&P grocery chain expanded from 400 stores
in 1912 to more than 15,000 by the end of the
1920s, making it a familiar sight in communities
across America. A&P advertisements, like this
one from 1927, emphasized cleanliness, order,
and the availability of name-brand goods at dis-
count prices.

A&P Food Stores LTD. 

Open shop Factory or business employing
workers whether or not they are union
members; in practice, such a business usu-
ally refuses to hire union members and
follows antiunion policies.

Guideline 19.1
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This extraordinary new industry had mushroomed in less than a generation.
Its great pioneer, Henry Ford, had shown how the use of a continuous assembly line
could drastically reduce the number of worker hours required to produce a single
vehicle. Ford revolutionized the factory shop floor with new, custom-built machinery,
such as the engine-boring drill press and the pneumatic wrench, and a more effi-
cient layout. “Every piece of work in the shop moves,” Ford boasted. “It may move
on hooks or overhead chains, going to assembly in the exact order in which the parts
are required; it may travel on a moving platform, or it may go by gravity, but the
point is that there is no lifting or trucking of anything other than materials.” In 1913,
it took thirteen hours to produce one automobile. In 1914, at his sprawling new
Highland Park assembly plant just outside Detroit, Ford’s system finished one car
every ninety minutes. By 1925, cars were rolling off his assembly line at the rate of
one every ten seconds.

In 1914, Ford startled American industry by inaugurating a new wage scale: $5
for an eight-hour day. This was roughly double the going pay rate for industrial labor,
along with a shorter workday as well. But in defying the conventional economic wis-
dom of the day, Ford acted less out of benevolence than out of shrewdness. He under-
stood that workers were consumers as well as producers, and the new wage scale
helped boost sales of Ford cars. It also reduced the high turnover rate in his labor
force and increased worker efficiency. Roughly two-thirds of the labor force at Ford
consisted of immigrants from southern and eastern Europe. By the early 1920s Ford
also employed about 5,000 African Americans, more than any other large American
corporation. Ford’s mass-production system and economies of scale permitted him
to progressively reduce the price of his cars, bringing them within the
reach of millions of Americans. The famous Model T, thoroughly stan-
dardized and available only in black, cost just under $300 in 1924—
about three months’ wages for the best-paid factory workers.

By 1927, Ford had produced 15 million Model Ts. But by then, the
company faced stiff competition from General Motors, which had devel-
oped an effective new marketing strategy. Under the guidance of Alfred
P. Sloan, GM organized into separate divisions, each of which appealed
to a different market segment. Cadillac, for example, produced GM’s
most expensive car, which was targeted at the wealthy buyer; Chevrolet
produced its least expensive model, which was targeted at working-class
and lower-middle-class buyers. The GM business structure, along with its
attempts to match production with demand through sophisticated mar-
ket research and sales forecasting, became a widely copied model for
other large American corporations.

The auto industry provided a large market for makers of steel, rub-
ber, glass, and petroleum products. It stimulated public spending for good
roads, and extended the housing boom to new suburbs. Showrooms,
repair shops, and gas stations appeared in thousands of communities.
New small enterprises, from motels to billboard advertising to roadside din-
ers, sprang up as motorists took to the highway. Automobiles widened the
experience of millions of Americans. They made the exploration of the
world outside the local community easier and more attractive. For some,
the car merely reinforced old social patterns, making it easier for them to
get to church on Sunday, for example, or visit neighbors. Others used
their cars to go to new places, shop in nearby cities, or take vacations. The
automobile made leisure, in the sense of getting away from the routines
of work and school, a more regular part of everyday life. It undoubtedly

Finished automobiles roll off the moving assembly
line at the Ford Motor Company, Highland Park,
Michigan, ca. 1920. During the 1920s, Henry
Ford achieved the status of folk hero, as his
name became synonymous with the techniques
of mass production. Ford cultivated a public
image of himself as the heroic genius 
of the auto industry, greatly exaggerating his
personal achievements.

Brown Brothers. 

Q U I C K  R E V I E W

The Automobile Industry

1920s: America made 85 percent 
of the world’s passenger cars.

By 1925, Ford’s assembly line produced
one new car every ten seconds.

Auto industry provided a market 
for steel, rubber, glass, and petroleum
products.

Class Discussion Question 23.2
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also changed the courtship practices of America’s
youth. Young people took advantage of the car to
gain privacy and distance from their parents. “What
on earth do you want me to do?” complained one
“Middletown” high school girl to her anxious
father. “Just sit around home all evening?” Many
had their first sexual experiences in cars.

Cities and Suburbs
Cars also promoted urban and suburban growth.
The federal census for 1920 was the first in
American history in which the proportion of the
population that lived in urban places (those with
2,500 or more people) exceeded the proportion
of the population living in rural areas. More
revealing of urban growth was the steady increase
in the number of big cities. In 1910, there were
sixty cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants;
in 1920, there were sixty-eight; and by 1930, there
were ninety-two. During the 1920s, New York grew
by 20 percent, to nearly 7 million, whereas Detroit,
home of the auto industry, doubled its popula-
tion, to nearly 2 million.

Cities promised business opportunity, good
jobs, cultural richness, and personal freedom.
They attracted millions of Americans, white and
black, from small towns and farms, as well as immi-
grants from abroad. Immigrants were drawn to
cities by the presence of family and people of like
background, in already established ethnic com-
munities. In a continuation of the Great Migration
that began during World War I, roughly 1.5 mil-
lion African Americans from the rural South
migrated to cities in search of economic opportu-

nities during the 1920s, doubling the black populations of New York, Chicago, Detroit,
and Houston.

Houston offers a good example of how the automobile shaped an urban com-
munity. In 1910, it was a sleepy railroad town with a population of about 75,000 that
served the Texas Gulf coast and interior. The enormous demand for gasoline and
other petroleum products helped transform the city into a busy center for oil refin-
ing. Its population soared to 300,000 by the end of the 1920s. Abundant cheap land
and the absence of zoning ordinances, combined with the availability of the automo-
bile, pushed Houston to expand horizontally rather than vertically. It became the
archetypal decentralized, low-density city, sprawling miles in each direction from
downtown, and thoroughly dependent upon automobiles and roads for its sense of
community. Other Sunbelt cities, such as Los Angeles, Miami, and San Diego, expe-
rienced similar land-use patterns and sharp population growth during the decade.

Suburban communities grew at twice the rate of their core cities, also thanks
largely to the automobile boom. Undeveloped land on the fringes of cities became
valuable real estate. Grosse Pointe, near Detroit, and Elmwood Park, near Chicago,
grew more than 700 percent in ten years. Long Island’s Nassau County, just east of

Until 1924, Henry Ford had disdained national
advertising for his cars. But as General Motors
gained a competitive edge by making yearly
changes in style and technology, Ford was
forced to pay more attention to advertising.
This ad was directed at “Mrs. Consumer,”
combining appeals to female independence
and motherly duties.

Ford Motor Company. 
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New York City, tripled in population. All the new “automobile suburbs” differed in
important ways from earlier suburbs built along mass transit lines. The car allowed
for a larger average lot size, and in turn, lower residential density.

Exceptions: Agriculture, Ailing Industries
Amid prosperity and progress, there were large pockets of the country that lagged
behind. Advances in real income and improvements in the standard of living for
workers and farmers were uneven at best. During the 1920s, one-quarter of all
American workers were employed in agriculture, yet the farm sector failed to share
in the general prosperity. The years 1914–19 had been a kind of golden age for the
nation’s farmers. Increased wartime demand, along with the devastation of much of
European agriculture, had led to record-high prices for many crops. In addition, the
wartime Food Administration had encouraged a great increase in agricultural pro-
duction. But with the war’s end, American farmers began to suffer from a chronic
worldwide surplus of such farm staples as cotton, hogs, and corn.

Prices began to drop sharply in 1920. Cotton, which sold at 37 cents a pound
in mid-1920, fell to 14 cents by year’s end. Hog and cattle prices declined nearly
50 percent. By 1921, net farm income was down more than half from the year before.
Land values also dropped, wiping out billions in capital investment. Behind these
aggregate statistics were hundreds of thousands of individual human tragedies on
the nation’s 6 million farms. A 1928 song, “Eleven Cent Cotton,” expressed the
farmer’s lament:

’Leven cent cotton, forty cent meat,
How in the world can a poor man eat?
Pray for the sunshine, ’cause it will rain,
Things gettin’ worse, drivin’ us insane.

In the South, farmers’ dependency on “King Cotton” deepened, as the region
lagged farther behind the rest of the nation in both agricultural diversity and stan-
dard of living. Cotton acreage expanded, as large and heavily mechanized farms
opened up new land in Oklahoma, west Texas, and the Mississippi-Yazoo delta. But
in most of the South, from North Carolina to east Texas, small one- and two-mule cot-
ton farms, most under 50 acres, still dominated the countryside. While editors, state
officials, and reformers preached the need for greater variety of crops, southern
farmers actually raised less corn and livestock by the end of the decade. With few large
urban centers and inadequate transportation, even those southern farmers who had
access to capital found it extremely difficult to find reliable markets for vegetables,
fruit, poultry, or dairy products. The average southern farm had land and buildings
worth $3,525; for northern farms, the figure was $11,029. The number of white ten-
ant farmers increased by 200,000 during the 1920s, while black tenantry declined
slightly as a result of the Great Migration. Some 700,000 southern farmers, roughly
half white and half black, still labored as sharecroppers. Modern conveniences such
as electricity, indoor plumbing, automobiles, and phonographs remained far beyond
the reach of the great majority of southern farmers. Widespread rural poverty, poor
diet, little access to capital—the world of southern agriculture had changed very lit-
tle since the days of Populist revolt in the 1890s.

The most important initiatives for federal farm relief were the McNary-Haugen
bills, a series of complicated measures designed to prop up and stabilize farm prices.
The basic idea, borrowed from the old Populist proposals of the 1890s, was for the
government to purchase farm surpluses and either store them until prices rose or sell
them on the world market. The result was supposed to be higher domestic prices
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for farm products. But President Calvin Coolidge viewed these measures as unwar-
ranted federal interference in the economy, and vetoed the McNary-Haugen Farm
Relief bill of 1927 when it finally passed Congress. Hard-pressed farmers would not
benefit from government relief until the New Deal programs implemented in response
to the Great Depression in the 1930s.

To be sure, some farmers thrived. Improved transportation and chain supermar-
kets allowed for a wider and more regular distribution of such foods as oranges,
lemons, and fresh green vegetables. Citrus, dairy, and truck farmers in particular,
profited from the growing importance of national markets. Wheat production jumped
more than 300 percent during the 1920s. Across the plains of Kansas, Nebraska,
Colorado, Oklahoma, and Texas, wheat farmers brought the methods of industrial
capitalism to the land. They hitched disc plows and combined harvester-threshers to
gasoline-powered tractors, tearing up millions of acres of grassland to create a vast
wheat factory. With prices averaging above $1 per bushel over the decade, mechanized
farming created a new class of large-scale wheat entrepreneurs on the plains. Ida
Watkins, “the Wheat Queen” of Haskell County, Kansas, made a profit of $75,000
from her 2,000 acres in 1926. Hickman Price needed twenty-five combines to har-
vest the wheat on his Plainview, Texas, farm—34,500 acres stretching over fifty-four
square miles. When the disastrous dust storms of the 1930s rolled across the grassless
plains, the long-range ecological impact of destroying so much native vegetation
became evident.

But overall, per capita farm income remained well below what it had been in
1919, and the gap between farm and nonfarm income widened. By 1929, the aver-
age income per person on farms was $223, compared with $870 for nonfarm work-
ers. By the end of the decade, hundreds of thousands had quit farming altogether
for jobs in mills and factories. And fewer farmers owned their land. In 1930, 42 per-
cent of all farmers were tenants, compared with 37 percent in 1919.

Large sectors of American industry also failed to share in the decade’s general
prosperity. As oil and natural gas gained in importance, America’s coal mines became
a less important source of energy. A combination of shrinking demand, new min-
ing technology, and a series of losing strikes reduced the coal labor force by one-
quarter. The United Mine Workers, perhaps the strongest AFL union in 1920, with
500,000 members, had shrunk to 75,000 by 1928. Economic hardship was wide-
spread in many mining communities dependent on coal, particularly Appalachia and
the southern Midwest. And those miners who did work, earned lower hourly wages.

The number of miles of railroad track actually decreased after 1920, as automo-
biles and trucks began to displace trains. In textiles, shrinking demand and overca-
pacity (too many factories) were chronic problems. The women’s fashions of the
1920s generally required less material than had earlier fashions, and competition
from synthetic fibers such as rayon depressed demand for cotton textiles. To improve
profit margins, textile manufacturers in New England and other parts of the Northeast
began a long-range shift of operations to the South, where nonunion shops and sub-
standard wages became the rule. Between 1923 and 1933, 40 percent of New England’s
textile factories closed, and nearly 100,000 of the 190,000 workers employed there
lost their jobs. Older New England manufacturing centers such as Lawrence, Lowell,
Nashua, Manchester, and Fall River were hard hit by this shift.

The center of the American textile industry shifted permanently to the Piedmont
region of North and South Carolina. southern mills increased their work force from
220,000 to 257,000 between 1923 and 1933. By 1933, they employed nearly 70 per-
cent of the workers in the industry. One of the biggest new textile communities was
Gastonia, North Carolina, which proudly called itself the “South’s City of Spindles.”
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As the dominant employers and overall economic powers in southern textile com-
munities, manufacturers aggressively tried to improve productivity and cut costs.
southern mills generally operated night and day, used the newest labor-saving machin-
ery, and cut back on the wage gains of the World War I years.

The New Mass Culture

N ew communications media reshaped American culture in the 1920s. The
phrase “Roaring Twenties” captures the explosion of image- and sound-
making machinery that came to dominate so much of American life. Movies,

radio, new kinds of journalism, the recording industry, and a more sophisticated
advertising industry were deeply connected with the new culture of consumption.
They also encouraged the parallel emergence of celebrity as a defining element in mod-
ern life. As technologies of mass impression, the media established national standards
and norms for much of our culture—habit, dress, language, sounds, social behavior.
For millions of Americans, the new media radically altered the rhythms of everyday
life, and redefined what it meant to be “normal.” To be sure, most working-class fam-
ilies had only limited access to the world of mass consumption—and many had only
limited interest in it. But the new mass culture helped redefine the ideal of “the good
life” and made the images, if not the substance, of it available to a national community.

Movie-Made America
The early movie industry, centered in New York and a few other big cities, had made
moviegoing a regular habit for millions of Americans, especially immigrants and the
working class. They flocked to cheap, storefront theaters, called nickelodeons, to
watch short Westerns, slapstick comedies, melodramas, and travelogues. By 1914,
there were about 18,000 “movie houses” showing motion pictures, with more than
7 million daily admissions and $300 million in annual receipts. With the shift of the
industry westward to Hollywood, movies entered a new phase of business expansion.

Large studios such as Paramount, Fox, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM), Universal,
and Warner Brothers dominated the business with longer and more expensively pro-
duced movies—feature films. These companies
were founded and controlled by immigrants from
Europe, all of whom had a talent for discovering
and exploiting changes in popular tastes. Adolph
Zukor, the Hungarian-born head of Paramount,
had been a furrier in New York City. Warsaw-born
Samuel Goldwyn, a founder of MGM, had been a
glove salesman. William Fox, of Fox Pictures,
began as a garment cutter in Brooklyn. Most of
the immigrant moguls had started in the business
by buying or managing small movie theaters
before beginning to produce films.

Each studio combined the three functions of
production, distribution, and exhibition, and each
controlled hundreds of movie theaters around
the country. The era of silent films ended when
Warner Brothers scored a huge hit in 1927 with
The Jazz Singer, starring Al Jolson, which success-
fully introduced sound. New genres—musicals,
gangster films, and screwball comedies—soon

Thomas Hart Benton’s 1930 painting City
Activities with Dance Hall depicts the excite-
ment and pleasures associated with commer-
cialized leisure in the Prohibition era, reflecting
urban America’s dominance in defining 
the nation’s popular culture.

Thomas Hart Benton, City Activities with Dance Hall from

America Today, 1930. Distemper and egg tempera on gessoed

linen with oil glaze 92 x 134 1/2 inches. Collection, AXA
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became popular. The higher costs associated with “talkies” also increased the stu-
dios’ reliance on Wall Street investors and banks for working capital.

At the heart of Hollywood’s success was the star system and the accompanying cult
of celebrity. Stars became vital to the fantasy lives of millions of fans. For many in the
audience, there was only a vague line separating the on-screen and off-screen adven-
tures of the stars. Studio publicity, fan magazines, and gossip columns reinforced this
ambiguity. Film idols, with their mansions, cars, parties, and private escapades, became
the national experts on leisure and consumption. Their movies generally emphasized
sexual themes and celebrated youth, athleticism, and the liberating power of consumer
goods. Young Americans in particular looked to movies to learn how to dress, wear
their hair, talk, or kiss. One researcher looking into the impact of moviegoing on young
people, asked several to keep “motion picture diaries.” “Upon going to my first dance
I asked the hairdresser to fix my hair like Greta Garbo’s,” wrote one eighteen-year-old
college student. “In speaking on graduation day I did my best to finish with the swaying-
like curtsy which Pola Negri taught me from the screen.”

But many Americans, particularly in rural areas and small towns, worried about
Hollywood’s impact on traditional sexual morality. They attacked the permissiveness
associated with Hollywood life, and many states created censorship boards to screen
movies before allowing them to be shown in theaters.To counter growing calls for gov-
ernment censorship, Hollywood’s studios came up with a plan to censor themselves.
In 1922, they hired Will Hays to head the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America. Hays was just what the immigrant moguls needed. An Indiana Republican,
elder in the Presbyterian Church, and former postmaster general under President
Harding, he personified Midwestern Protestant respectability. As the movie industry’s
czar, Hays lobbied against censorship laws, wrote pamphlets defending the movie
business, and began setting guidelines for what could and could not be depicted on
the screen. He insisted that movies be treated like any other industrial enterprise, for
he understood the relationship between Hollywood’s success and the growth of the
nation’s consumer culture.

Radio Broadcasting
In the fall of 1920, Westinghouse executive Harry P. Davis noticed that amateur
broadcasts from the garage of an employee had attracted attention in the local
Pittsburgh press. A department store advertised radio sets capable of picking up
these “wireless concerts.” Davis converted this amateur station to a stronger one at
the Westinghouse main plant. Beginning with the presidential election returns that
November, station KDKA offered regular nightly broadcasts that were probably heard
by only a few hundred people. Radio broadcasting, begun as a service for selling
cheap radio sets left over from World War I, would soon sweep the nation.

Before KDKA, wireless technology had been of interest only to the military, the
telephone industry, and a few thousand “ham” (amateur) operators who enjoyed
communicating with each other. The “radio mania” of the early 1920s was a response
to the new possibilities offered by broadcasting. By 1923, nearly 600 stations had
been licensed by the Department of Commerce, and about 600,000 Americans had
bought radios. Early programs included live popular music, the playing of phonograph
records, talks by college professors, church services, and news and weather reports.
For millions of Americans, especially in rural areas and small towns, radio provided
a new and exciting link to the larger national community of consumption.

Who would pay for radio programs? In the early 1920s, owners and operators
of radio stations included radio equipment manufacturers, newspapers, department
stores, state universities, cities, ethnic societies, labor unions, and churches. But by

Q U I C K  R E V I E W

Radio

1920: Westinghouse’s KDKA offered
regular nightly broadcasts.

1923: 600 stations licensed 
by the Department of Commerce.

Advertisers paid the cost of production
and broadcast of programs.

In this excerpt, an anonymous
female student from Detroit revealed
the growing power of the movies and
celebrity culture on her and her
friends. 

Goodness knows, you learn plenty about
love from the movies. That’s their long
run; you learn more from actual experi-
ence, though! You do see how the gold-
digger systematically gets the poor fish 
in tow. . . . You meet the flapper, the good
girl, ‘n’ all the feminine types and their little
tricks of the trade. We pick up their snappy
comebacks which are most handy . . .
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the end of the decade, commercial (or “toll”) broadcasting emerged as the answer.
The dominant corporations in the industry—General Electric, Westinghouse, Radio
Corporation of America (RCA), and American Telephone and Telegraph (AT&T)—
settled on the idea that advertisers would foot the bill for radio. Millions of listeners
might be the consumers of radio shows, but sponsors were to be the customers. Only
the sponsors and their advertising agencies enjoyed a direct relationship with broad-
casters. Sponsors advertised directly or indirectly to the mass audience through such
shows as the Eveready Hour, the Ipana Troubadours, and the Taystee Loafers. AT&T leased
its nationwide system of telephone wires to allow the linking of many stations into pow-
erful radio networks, such as the National Broadcasting Company (1926) and the
Columbia Broadcasting System (1928).

NBC and CBS led the way in creating popular radio programs that relied heav-
ily on older cultural forms. The variety show, hosted by vaudeville comedians, became
network radio’s first important format. Radio’s first truly national hit, The Amos ’n’
Andy Show (1928), was a direct descendant of nineteenth-century “blackface” min-
strel entertainment. Radio did more than any previous medium to publicize and com-
mercialize previously isolated forms of American music such as country-and-western,
blues, and jazz. Broadcasts of baseball and college football games proved especially
popular. In 1930, some 600 stations were broadcasting to more than 12 million
homes with radios, or roughly 40 percent of American families. By that time, all the
elements that characterize the present American system of broadcasting—regular
daily programming paid for and produced by commercial advertisers, national net-
works carrying shows across the nation, and mass ownership of receiver sets in
American homes—were in place.

Radio broadcasting created a national community of listeners, just as motion pic-
tures created one of viewers. But since it transcended national boundaries, broadcast-
ing had a powerful hemispheric impact as well. In both Canada and Mexico, governments
established national broadcasting systems to bolster cultural and political nationalism.
Yet American shows—and advertising—continued to dominate Canadian airwaves.
Large private Mexican radio stations were often started in partnership with American
corporations such as RCA, as a way to create demand for receiving sets. Language bar-
riers limited the direct impact of U.S. broadcasts, but American advertisers became the
backbone of commercial radio in Mexico. Radio broadcasting thus significantly ampli-
fied the influence of American commercialism throughout the hemisphere.

New Forms of Journalism
A new kind of newspaper, the tabloid, became popular in the postwar years. The New
York Daily News, founded in 1919 by Joseph M. Patterson, was the first to develop the
tabloid style. Its folded-in-half page size made it convenient to read on buses or sub-
ways. The Daily News devoted much of its space to photographs and other illustrations.
With a terse, lively reporting style that emphasized sex, scandal, and sports, Daily
News circulation reached 400,000 in 1922, and 1.3 million by 1929.

This success spawned a host of imitators in New York and elsewhere. New papers
like the Chicago Times and the Los Angeles Daily News brought the tabloid style to cities
across America, while some older papers, such as the Denver Rocky Mountain News,
adopted the new format. The circulation of existing dailies was little affected. Tabloids
had instead discovered an audience of millions who had never read newspapers
before. Most of these new readers were poorly educated working-class city dwellers,
many of whom were immigrants or children of immigrants.

The tabloid’s most popular new feature was the gossip column, invented by
Walter Winchell, an obscure former vaudevillian who began writing his column
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“Your Broadway and Mine” for the New York Daily Graphic in 1924.
Winchell described the secret lives of public figures with a distinctive,
rapid-fire, slangy style that made the reader feel like an insider. He
chronicled the connections among high society, show business stars,
powerful politicians, and the underworld. By the end of the decade,
scores of newspapers “syndicated” Winchell’s column, making him
the most widely read—and imitated—journalist in America.

Journalism followed the larger economic trend toward consolida-
tion and merger. Newspaper chains like Hearst, Gannett, and Scripps-
Howard flourished during the 1920s. There was a sizable increase in the
number of these chains and in the percentage of total daily circulation
that was chain-owned. By the early 1930s, the Hearst organization alone
controlled twenty-six dailies in eighteen cities, accounting for 14 per-
cent of the nation’s newspaper circulation. One of every four Sunday
papers sold in America was owned by the Hearst group. One journalist
lamented this standardization in 1930: “When one travels through the
country on a Sunday on a fast train and buys Sunday papers, one finds
the same ‘comics,’ the same Sunday magazines, the same special ‘features’
in almost all of them and, of course, in most of them precisely the same
Associated Press news.” New forms of journalism, like radio and the
movies, contributed to the growth of a national consumer community.

Advertising Modernity
A thriving advertising industry both reflected and encouraged the grow-
ing importance of consumer goods in American life. Previously, adver-
tising had been confined mostly to staid newspapers and magazines and

offered little more than basic product information. The most creative advertising
was usually for dubious products, such as patent medicines. The successful efforts of
the government’s Committee on Public Information, set up to “sell” World War I to
Americans, suggested that new techniques using modern communication media
could convince people to buy a wide range of goods and services. As a profession,
advertising reached a higher level of respectability, sophistication, and economic
power in American life during the 1920s.

The larger ad agencies moved toward a more scientific approach, by sponsor-
ing market research and welcoming the language of psychology to their profession.
Advertisers began focusing on the needs, desires, and anxieties of the consumer,
rather than on the qualities of the product. “There are certain things that most peo-
ple believe,” noted one ad agency executive in 1927. “The moment your copy is
linked to one of those beliefs, more than half your battle is won.” Ad agencies and
their clients invested extraordinary amounts of time, energy, and money trying to dis-
cover and, to some extent, shape those beliefs. Leading agencies such as Lord and
Thomas in Chicago and J. Walter Thompson in New York, combined knowledge
gained from market research and consumer surveys with carefully prepared ad copy
and graphics to sell their clients’ wares.

High-powered ad campaigns made new products like Fleischmann’s Yeast,
Kleenex, and Listerine household words across the country. Above all, advertising
celebrated consumption itself as a positive good. In this sense, the new advertising
ethic was a therapeutic one, promising that products would contribute to the buyer’s
physical, psychic, or emotional well-being. Certain strategies, such as appeals to
nature, medical authority, or personal freedom, were used with great success. Many
of these themes and techniques are still familiar today. Well-financed ad campaigns

This 1920 magazine advertisement touts 
the wonders of a new model vacuum cleaner.
Much of the advertising boom in the post World
War I years centered on the increasing number
of consumer durable goods, such as household
appliances, newly available to typical American
families.

The Granger Collection, New York. 

Advertisements (1925, 1927)
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were especially crucial for marketing newer consumer goods such as cars, electrical
appliances, and personal hygiene products.

The Phonograph and the Recording Industry
Like radio and movies, the phonograph came into its own in the 1920s as a popular
entertainment medium. Originally marketed in the 1890s, early phonographs used
wax cylinders that could both record and replay. But the sound quality was poor, and
the cylinders were difficult to handle. The convenient permanently grooved disc
recordings introduced around World War I, were eagerly snapped up by the public,
even though the discs could not be used to make recordings at home. The success
of records transformed the popular music business, displacing both cylinders and sheet
music as the major source of music in the home.

Dance crazes such as the fox trot, tango, and grizzly bear, done to complex rag-
time and Latin rhythms, boosted the record business tremendously. Dixieland jazz,
which recorded well, also captured the public’s fancy in the early 1920s, and records
provided the music for new popular dances like the Charleston and the black bot-
tom. In 1921, more than 200 companies produced some 2 million records, and
annual record sales exceeded 100 million.

Record sales declined toward the end of the decade, due to competition from
radio. But in a broader cultural sense, records continued to transform American pop-
ular culture. Record companies discovered lucrative regional and ethnic markets for
country music, which appealed primarily to white southerners, and blues and jazz,
which appealed primarily to African Americans. Country musicians like the Carter
Family and Jimmie Rodgers, and blues singers like Blind Lemon Jefferson and Ma
Rainey and Bessie Smith, had their performances put on records for the first time. Their
records sold mainly in specialized “hillbilly” and “race” markets. Yet they were also
played over the radio, and millions of Americans began to hear musical styles and
performers who had previously been isolated from the general population. The com-
bination of records and radio started an extraordinary cross-fertilization of American
musical styles that continues to this day.

Sports and Celebrity
During the 1920s, spectator sports enjoyed an
unprecedented growth in popularity and prof-
itability. As radio, newspapers, magazines, and
newsreels exhaustively documented their exploits,
athletes took their place alongside movie stars in
defining a new culture of celebrity. Big-time sports,
like the movies, entered a new corporate phase.
Yet it was the athletes themselves, performing
extraordinary feats on the field and transcend-
ing their often humble origins, who attracted mil-
lions of new fans. The image of the modern
athlete—rich, famous, glamorous, and often a
rebel against social convention—came into its
own during the decade.

Major league baseball had more fans than
any other sport, and its greatest star, George
Herman “Babe” Ruth, embodied the new celebrity
athlete. In 1920, the game had suffered a serious
public relations disaster with the unfolding of the

The Pittsburgh Crawfords, one of the most popu-
lar and successful baseball teams in the Negro
National League, organized in 1920. Excluded
from major league baseball by a “whites only”
policy, black ballplayers played to enthusiastic
crowds of African Americans from the 1920s
through the 1940s. The “Negro leagues”
declined after major league baseball finally
integrated in 1947.

National Baseball Hall of Fame Library, Cooperstown, N.Y. 
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“Black Sox” scandal. The previous year, eight members of the poorly paid Chicago
White Sox had become involved in a scheme to “throw” the World Series in exchange
for large sums of money from gamblers. Although they were acquitted in the courts,
baseball commissioner Judge Kenesaw Mountain Landis, looking to remove any taint
of gambling from the sport, banned the accused players for life. Landis’s actions won
universal acclaim, but doubts about the integrity of the “national pastime” lingered.

Ruth was a larger-than-life character off the field as well as on. In New York,
media capital of the nation, newspapers and magazines chronicled his enormous
appetites—for food, whiskey, expensive cars, and big-city nightlife. He hobnobbed with
politicians, movie stars, and gangsters, and he regularly visited sick children in hos-
pitals. Ruth became the first athlete avidly sought after by manufacturers for celebrity
endorsement of their products. As one of the most photographed individuals of the
era, Ruth’s round, beaming face became a familiar image around the world. In 1930,
at the onset of the Great Depression, when a reporter told him that his $80,000 salary
was more than President Herbert Hoover’s, the Babe replied good naturedly, “Well,
I had a better year than he did.”

Baseball attendance exploded during the 1920s, reaching a one-year total of
10 million in 1929. The attendance boom prompted urban newspapers to increase
their baseball coverage, and the larger dailies featured separate sports sections. The
best sportswriters, such as Grantland Rice, Heywood Broun, and Ring Lardner,
brought a poetic sensibility to descriptions of the games and their stars. William K.
Wrigley, owner of the Chicago Cubs, discovered that by letting local radio stations
broadcast his team’s games, the club could win new fans, especially among housewives.

Among those excluded from major league baseball were African Americans, who
had been banned from the game by an 1890s “gentleman’s agreement” among own-
ers. During the 1920s, black baseball players and entrepreneurs developed a world
of their own, with several professional and semiprofessional leagues catering to
expanding African American communities in cities. The largest of these was the
Negro National League, organized in 1920 by Andrew “Rube” Foster. Black ballclubs
also played exhibitions against, and frequently defeated, teams of white major lea-
guers. African Americans had their own baseball heroes, such as Josh Gibson and
Satchel Paige, who no doubt would have been stars in the major leagues if not for
racial exclusion.

The new media configuration of the 1920s created heroes in other sports as well.
Radio broadcasts and increased journalistic coverage made college football a big-
time sport, as millions followed the exploits of star players such as Illinois’s Harold
E. “Red” Grange and Stanford’s Ernie Nevers. Teams like Notre Dame, located in
sleepy South Bend, Indiana, but coached by the colorful Knute Rockne, could gain
a wide national following. The center of college football shifted from the old elite
schools of the Ivy League to the big universities of the Midwest and Pacific coast,
where most of the players were now second-generation Irish, Italians, and Slavs.
Athletes like boxers Jack Dempsey and Gene Tunney, tennis players Bill Tilden and
Helen Wills, and swimmers Gertrude Ederle and Johnny Weissmuller became house-
hold names who brought legions of new fans to their sports.

A New Morality?
Movie stars, radio personalities, sports heroes, and popular musicians became the elite
figures in a new culture of celebrity defined by the mass media. They were the model
for achievement in the new age. Great events and abstract issues were made real through
movie close-ups, radio interviews, and tabloid photos. The new media relentlessly cre-
ated and disseminated images that are still familiar today: Babe Ruth trotting around
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the bases after hitting a home run; the wild celebrations that greeted
Charles Lindbergh after he completed the first solo transatlantic airplane
flight in 1927; the smiling gangster Al Capone, bantering with reporters
who transformed his criminal exploits into important news events.

But images do not tell the whole story. Consider one of the most
enduring images of the “Roaring Twenties,” the flapper. She was usually
portrayed on screen, in novels, and in the press as a young, sexually
aggressive woman with bobbed hair, rouged cheeks, and short skirt. She
loved to dance to jazz music, enjoyed smoking cigarettes, and drank
bootleg liquor in cabarets and dance halls. She could also be competi-
tive, assertive, and a good pal. As writer Zelda Fitzgerald put it in 1924:
“I think a woman gets more happiness out of being gay, light-hearted,
unconventional, mistress of her own fate. . . . I want [my daughter] to
be a flapper, because flappers are brave and gay and beautiful.” 

Was the flapper a genuine representative of the 1920s? Did she
embody the “new morality” that was so widely discussed and chronicled
in the media of the day? The flapper certainly did exist, but she was nei-
ther as new nor as widespread a phenomenon as the image would sug-
gest. The delight in sensuality, personal pleasure, and rhythmically
complex dance and music had long been key elements of subcultures on
the fringes of middle-class society: bohemian enclaves, communities of
political radicals, African American ghettos, working-class dance halls. In the 1920s,
these activities became normative for a growing number of white middle-class
Americans, including women. Jazz, sexual experimentation, heavy makeup, and cig-
arette smoking spread to college campuses.

The emergence of homosexual subcultures also reflected the newly permissive
atmosphere of the postwar years. Although such subcultures had been a part of big
city life since at least the 1890s, they had been largely confined to working-class
saloons associated with the urban underworld. By the 1920s, the word “homosex-
ual” had gained currency as a scientific term for describing romantic love between
women or between men, and middle-class enclaves of self-identified homosexuals
took root in cities like New York, Chicago, and San Francisco. Often organized around
speakeasies, private clubs, tea rooms, and masquerade balls, this more-public homo-
sexual world thrived in bohemian neighborhoods such as New York’s Greenwich
Village and in the interracial nightclubs of Harlem. These venues also attracted het-
erosexual tourists and those looking to experiment with their sexuality, as well as
homosexuals, for whom they served as important social centers. But if these enclaves
provided some sense of community and safety for homosexuals, the repressive shadow
of the larger culture was never far away. In 1927, the actress and playwright (and
future movie star) Mae West, presented her original play “The Drag” on Broadway,
featuring male drag queens playing themselves. But a firestorm of protest from the
press, politicians, and mainstream Broadway producers quickly forced authorities to
padlock the theater.

Several sources, most of them rooted in earlier years, can be found for the
increased sexual openness of the 1920s. Troops in the armed forces during World War
I had been exposed to government-sponsored sex education. New psychological and
social theories like those of Havelock Ellis, Ellen Key, and Sigmund Freud stressed the
central role of sexuality in human experience, maintaining that sex is a positive, healthy
impulse that, if repressed, could damage mental and emotional health. The pioneer-
ing efforts of Margaret Sanger in educating women about birth control had begun
before World War I (see Chapter 21). In the 1920s, Sanger campaigned vigorously—

This 1925 Judge cartoon, “Sheik with Sheba,”
drawn by John Held Jr., offered one view of
contemporary culture. The flashy new automo-
bile, the hip flask with illegal liquor, the ciga-
rettes, and the stylish “new woman” were all
part of the “Roaring Twenties” image.

The Granger Collection. 

In this excerpt, Mary Garden
explains her reasons for “bobbing,”
and what it symbolizes for her.

Bobbed hair is a state of mind and not
merely a new manner of dressing my
head. It typifies growth, alertness, up-to-
dateness, and is part of the expression 
of the élan vital! [spirit] . . . I consider
getting rid of our long hair one of the many
little shackles that women have cast aside
in their passage to freedom. Whatever helps
their emancipation, however small it may
seem, is well worth while. 

Audio-Visual Aid, “The Great Air Race 
of 1924”
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through her journal Birth Control Review, in books, on speaking tours—to make contra-
ception freely available to all women.

Sociological surveys also suggested that genuine changes in sexual behavior
began in the prewar years among both married and single women. Katherine Bement
Davis’s pioneering study of 2,200 middle-class women, carried out in 1918 and pub-
lished in 1929, revealed that most used contraceptives and described sexual relations
in positive terms. A 1938 survey of 777 middle-class females found that among those
born between 1890 and 1900, 74 percent were virgins before marriage; for those
born after 1910, the figure dropped to 32 percent. Women born after the turn of the
century were twice as likely to have had premarital sex as those born before 1900. The
critical change took place in the generation that came of age in the late teens and
early twenties. By the 1920s, male and female “morals” were becoming more alike.

Resistance to Modernity

O ne measure of the profound cultural changes of the 1920s was the hostil-
ity and opposition expressed toward them by large sectors of the American
public. Deep and persistent tensions, with ethnic, racial, and geographi-

cal overtones, characterized much of the decade’s politics. The postwar Red Scare had
given strength to the forces of antiradicalism in politics and traditionalism in cul-
ture. Resentments over the growing power of urban culture were very strong in rural
and small-town America. The big city, in this view, stood for all that was alien, corrupt,
and immoral in the country’s life. Several trends and mass movements reflected this
anger and the longing for a less-complicated past.

Prohibition
The Eighteenth Amendment, banning the manufacture, sale, and transportation of
alcoholic beverages, took effect in January 1920. Prohibition was the culmination of
a long campaign that associated drinking with the degradation of working-class fam-
ily life and the worst evils of urban politics. Supporters, a coalition of women’s tem-
perance groups, middle-class progressives, and rural Protestants, hailed the new law
as “a noble experiment.” But it became clear rather quickly that enforcing the new
law would be extremely difficult. The Volstead Act of 1919 established a federal
Prohibition Bureau to enforce the Eighteenth Amendment. Yet the bureau was
severely understaffed, with only about 1,500 agents to police the entire country.

The public demand for alcohol, especially in the big cities, led to widespread
lawbreaking. Drinking was such a routine part of life for so many Americans, that boot-
legging quickly became a big business. Illegal stills and breweries, as well as liquor
smuggled in from Canada, supplied the needs of those Americans who continued to
drink. Nearly every town and city had at least one “speakeasy,” where people could
drink and enjoy music and other entertainment. Local law enforcement personnel,
especially in the cities, were easily bribed to overlook these illegal establishments. By
the early 1920s, many Eastern states no longer made even a token effort at enforc-
ing the law.

But because liquor continued to be illegal, Prohibition gave an enormous boost
to violent organized crime. The profits to be made in the illegal liquor trade dwarfed
the traditional sources of criminal income—gambling, prostitution, and robbery.
The pattern of organized crime in the 1920s, closely resembled the larger trends in
American business: smaller operations gave way to larger and more-complex combi-
nations. Successful organized crime figures, like Chicago’s Al “Scarface” Capone,
became celebrities in their own right and received heavy coverage in the mass media.

Guideline 19.4

Volstead Act The 1920 law defining 
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Annual Immigration to United States, 1860–1930

Capone himself shrewdly used the rhetoric of the Republican new era to defend
himself: “Everybody calls me a racketeer. I call myself a businessman. When I sell
liquor it’s bootlegging. When my patrons serve it on a silver tray on Lake Shore Drive,
it’s hospitality.”

Organized crime, based on its huge profits from liquor, also made significant
inroads into legitimate businesses, labor unions, and city government. By the time
Congress and the states ratified the Twenty-first Amendment in 1933, repealing
Prohibition, organized crime was a permanent feature of American life. Prohibition
did, in fact, significantly reduce per capita consumption of alcohol. In 1910, annual
per capita consumption stood at 2.6 gallons; in 1934, the figure was less than a gal-
lon. Yet among young people, especially college students, the excitement associated
with speakeasies and lawbreaking contributed to increase drinking during Prohibition.

Immigration Restriction
Sentiment for restricting immigration, growing since the late nineteenth century,
reached its peak immediately after World War I. Antiimmigrant feeling reflected the
growing preponderance after 1890 of “new immigrants”—those from southern and
eastern Europe—over the immigrants from northern and western Europe, who had
predominated before 1890. Between 1891 and 1920, roughly 10.5 million immigrants
arrived from southern and eastern Europe. This was nearly twice as many as arrived
during the same years from northern and western Europe (see Figure 23-3).

The “new immigrants” were mostly Catholic and Jewish, and they were darker-
skinned than the “old immigrants.” To many Americans, they seemed more exotic,
more foreign, and less willing and able to assimilate the nation’s political and cultural
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values. They were also relatively poorer, more physically isolated in the nation’s cities,
and less politically strong than earlier immigrants. In the 1890s, the anti-Catholic
American Protective Association called for a curb on immigration, and by exploiting
the economic depression of that decade, it reached a membership of 2.5 million. In
1894, a group of prominent Harvard graduates, including Henry Cabot Lodge and
John Fiske, founded the Immigration Restriction League, providing an influential
forum for the fears of the nation’s elite. The league used newer scientific arguments,
based on a flawed application of Darwinian evolutionary theory and genetics, to sup-
port its call for immigration restriction.

Theories of scientific racism, which had become more popular in the early
1900s, reinforced antiimmigrant bias. The most influential statement of racial hier-
archy was Madison Grant’s The Passing of the Great Race (1916), which distorted genetic
theory to argue that America was committing “race suicide.” According to Grant,
inferior Alpine, Mediterranean, and Jewish stock threatened to extinguish the supe-
rior Nordic race that had made America great. Eugenicists, who enjoyed consider-
able vogue in those years, held that heredity determined almost all of a person’s
capacities, and that genetic inferiority predisposed people to crime and poverty. Such
pseudoscientific thinking sought to explain historical and social development solely
as a function of “racial” differences.

Against this background, the war and its aftermath provided the final push for
immigration restriction. The “100 percent American” fervor of the war years fueled
nativist passions. So did the Red Scare of 1919–20, which linked foreigners with
Bolshevism and radicalism of all kinds in the popular mind. The postwar depression
coincided with the resumption of massive immigration, bringing much hostile com-
ment on the relationship between rising unemployment and the new influx of for-
eigners. The American Federation of Labor proposed stopping all immigration for
two years. Sensational press coverage of organized crime figures, many of them Italian
or Jewish, also played a part.

In 1921, Congress passed the Immigration Act, setting a maximum of 357,000
new immigrants each year. Quotas limited annual immigration from any European
country to 3 percent of the number of its natives counted in the 1910 U.S. census.
But restrictionists complained that the new law still allowed too many southern and
eastern Europeans in, especially since the northern and western Europeans did not
fill their quotas. The Johnson-Reed Immigration Act of 1924 revised the quotas to
2 percent of the number of foreign-born counted for each nationality in the cen-
sus for 1890, when far fewer southern or eastern Europeans were present in the
United States. The maximum total allowed each year was also cut, to 164,000. The
quota laws did not apply to Canada, Mexico, or any other nation in the western
hemisphere.

The 1924 Immigration Act also included a clause prohibiting the entry of “aliens
ineligible to citizenship,” thereby excluding immigrants from the nations of East and
South Asia. Since nearly all Asians had already been barred from legal immigration,
either by the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 or the “barred Asiatic zone” created by
Congress in 1917, the 1924 clause was in fact, aimed at the exclusion of Japanese
immigrants. An outraged Japanese government retaliated by imposing a 100 per-
cent tariff on goods imported from America. This new restriction dovetailed with
two recent Supreme Court decisions, Ozawa v. U.S. (1922) and U.S. v. Thind (1923),
in which the Court held that Japanese and Asian Indians were unassimilable aliens
and racially ineligible for U.S. citizenship. By the 1920s, American law had thus cre-
ated the peculiar new racial category of “Asian,” and codified the principle of racial
exclusion in immigration and naturalization law.

Immigration Act 1921 act setting a
maximum of 357,000 new immigrants
each year.

Q U I C K  R E V I E W

Restrictions on Immigration

Immigration Act of 1921 reduced
immigration and established quotas
for nationalities.

Immigration Act of 1924 restricted
immigration on the basis of national
origins.

New laws became a permanent feature
of national policy.

In this excerpt, President Calvin
Coolidge proclaims the details within
the National Origins Quota Act, 1924.

Whereas it is provided in the act of
Congress approved May 26, 1924, enti-
tled “An act to limit the immigration 
of aliens into the United States, and 
for other purposes” that— “The annual
quota of any nationality shall be two per
centum of the number of foreign-born
individuals of such nationality resident
in continental United States as deter-
mined by the United States census 
of 1890, but the minimum quota of any
nationality shall be 100 . . .
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Women members of the Ku Klux Klan in New
Castle, Indiana, August 1, 1923. The revived
Klan was a powerful presence in scores 
of American communities during the early 1920s,
especially among native-born white Protestants,
who feared cultural and political change. In addi-
tion to preaching “100 percent Americanism,”
local Klan chapters also served a social function
for members and their families.
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The Ku Klux Klan
If immigration restriction was resurgent nativism’s most significant legislative expres-
sion, a revived Ku Klux Klan was its most effective mass movement. The original Klan
had been formed in the Reconstruction South as an instrument of white racial ter-
ror against newly freed slaves (see Chapter 17). It had died out in the 1870s. The
new Klan, born in Stone Mountain, Georgia, in 1915, was inspired by D. W. Griffith’s
racist spectacle The Birth of a Nation, a film released in that year depicting the origi-
nal KKK as a heroic organization. The new Klan patterned itself on the secret ritu-
als and antiblack hostility of its predecessor, and until 1920, it was limited to a few local
chapters in Georgia and Alabama.

When Hiram W. Evans, a dentist from Dallas, became imperial wizard of the Klan
in 1922, he transformed the organization. Evans hired professional fundraisers and
publicists and directed an effective recruiting scheme that paid a commission to
sponsors of new members. The Klan advocated “100 percent Americanism” and “the
faithful maintenance of White Supremacy.” It staunchly supported the enforcement
of Prohibition, and it attacked birth control and Darwinism. The new Klan made a
special target of the Roman Catholic Church, labeling it a hostile and dangerous
alien power. In a 1926 magazine piece titled “The Klan’s Fight for Americanism,”
Evans alleged that the Church’s “theocratic autocracy and its claim to full authority
in temporal as well as spiritual matters, all make it impossible for it as a church, or
for its members if they obey it, to cooperate in a free democracy in which Church and
State have been separated.”

The new Klan presented itself as the righteous defender of the embattled tradi-
tional values of small-town Protestant America. But ironically, to build its membership
rolls, it relied heavily on the publicity, public relations, and business techniques associ-
ated with modern urban culture. By 1924, the new Klan counted more than 3 million
members across the country. President Harding had joined in a special White House cer-
emony. Its slogan, “Native, White, Protestant Supremacy,” proved especially attractive in

Class Discussion Question 23.4

Creed of Klanswomen (1924) 
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the Midwest and South, including many cities. Klansmen boycotted businesses, threat-
ened families, and sometimes resorted to violence—public whippings, arson, and
lynching—against their chosen enemies. The Klan’s targets sometimes included white
Protestants accused of sexual promiscuity, blasphemy, or drunkenness, but most victims
were African Americans, Catholics, and Jews. Support for Prohibition enforcement
probably united Klansmen more than any single issue.

On another level, the Klan was a popular social movement. Many members
were more attracted by the Klan’s spectacular social events and its efforts to rein-
vigorate community life than by its attacks on those considered outsiders. Perhaps
a half million women joined the Women of the Ku Klux Klan, and women consti-
tuted nearly half of the Klan membership in some states. Klanswomen drew on
family and community traditions, such as church suppers, kin reunions, and gos-
sip campaigns, to defend themselves and their families against what they saw as
corruption and immorality. One northern Indiana Klanswoman recalled, “Store
owners, teachers, farmers . . . the good people, all belonged to the Klan. They were
going to clean up the government, and they were going to improve the school
books that were loaded with Catholicism.” The Klan’s power was strong in many com-
munities precisely because it fit so comfortably into the everyday life of white
Protestants.

At its height, the Klan also became a powerful force in Democratic Party poli-
tics, and it had a strong presence among delegates to the 1924 Democratic National
Convention. The Klan began to fade in 1925, when its Indiana leader, Grand Dragon
David C. Stephenson, became involved in a sordid personal affair. Stephenson had
picked up a young secretary at a party, got her drunk on bootleg liquor, and then
assaulted her on a train. After the woman took poison and died, Stephenson was
convicted of manslaughter. With one of its most famous leaders disgraced and in
jail, the new Klan began to lose members and influence.

Religious Fundamentalism
Paralleling political nativism in the 1920s, was the growth of religious fundamental-
ism. In many Protestant churches, congregations focused less on religious practice
and worship than on social and reform activities in the larger community. By the
early 1920s, a fundamentalist revival had developed in reaction to these tendencies.
The fundamentalists emphasized a literal reading of the Bible, and they rejected the
tenets of modern science as inconsistent with the revealed word of God.
Fundamentalist publications and Bible colleges flourished, particularly among south-
ern Baptists.

One special target of the fundamentalists was the theory of evolution, first set
forth by Charles Darwin in his landmark work The Origin of Species (1859). Using fos-
sil evidence, evolutionary theory suggested that over time, many species had become
extinct, and that new ones had emerged through the process of natural selection.
These ideas directly contradicted the account of one, fixed creation in the Book of
Genesis. Although most Protestant clergymen had long since found ways of blend-
ing the scientific theory with their theology, fundamentalists launched an attack on
the teaching of Darwinism in schools and universities. By 1925, five southern state
legislatures had passed laws restricting the teaching of evolution.

A young biology teacher, John T. Scopes, deliberately broke the Tennessee law
prohibiting the teaching of Darwinism in 1925, in order to challenge it in court. The
resulting trial that summer in Dayton, a small town near Chattanooga, drew interna-
tional attention to the controversy. Scopes’s defense team included attorneys from
the American Civil Liberties Union and Clarence Darrow, the most famous trial
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The 1925 Scopes trial attracted an enormous
amount of media attention, as well as many
antievolution crusaders. This group set up shop
near the Dayton, Tennessee courthouse.

Corbis/Bettmann. 

lawyer in America. The prosecution was led by William Jennings Bryan, the old
Democratic standard-bearer who had thrown himself into the fundamentalist and
antievolutionist cause. Held in a circus atmosphere in sweltering heat, the trial
attracted thousands of reporters and partisans to Dayton, and was broadcast across
the nation by the radio.

The Scopes “monkey trial”—so called because fundamentalists trivialized
Darwin’s theory into a claim that humans were descended from monkeys—became
one of the most publicized and definitive moments of the decade. The real drama
was the confrontation between Darrow and Bryan. Darrow, denied by the judge the
right to call scientists to testify for the defense, put the “Great Commoner,” Bryan,
himself, on the stand as an expert witness on the Bible. Bryan delighted his sup-
porters with a staunch defense of biblical literalism. But he also drew scorn from
many of the assembled journalists, including cosmopolitan types such as H. L.
Mencken of the Baltimore Sun, who ridiculed Bryan’s simplistic faith. Scopes’s guilt
was never in question. The jury convicted him quickly, although the verdict was
later thrown out on a technicality. Bryan died a week after the trial; his epitaph
read simply, “He kept the Faith.” The struggle over the teaching of evolution con-
tinued in an uneasy stalemate; state statutes were not repealed, but prosecutions
for teaching evolution ceased. Fundamentalism, a religious creed and a cultural
defense against the uncertainties of modern life, continued to have a strong appeal
for millions of Americans.
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The State, the Economy, and Business

T hroughout the 1920s, a confident Republican Party dominated national
politics, certain that it had ushered in a “new era” in American life. A new
and closer relationship between the federal government and American

business became the hallmark of Republican policy in both domestic and foreign
affairs during the administrations of three successive Republican presidents: Warren
Harding (1921–23), Calvin Coolidge (1923–29), and Herbert Hoover (1929–33).
And Republicans never tired of claiming that the business-government partnership
their policies promoted was responsible for the nation’s economic prosperity.

Harding and Coolidge
Handsome, genial, and well-spoken, Warren Harding may have looked the part of a
president—but acting like one was another matter. Harding was a product of small-
town Marion, Ohio, and the machine politics in his native state. Republican Party offi-
cials had made a point of keeping Senator Harding, a compromise choice, as removed
from the public eye as possible in the 1920 election. They correctly saw that active
campaigning could only hurt their candidate by exposing his shallowness and intel-
lectual weakness. Harding understood his own limitations. He sadly told one visitor
to the White House shortly after taking office, “I knew that this job would be too
much for me.”

Harding surrounded himself with a close circle of friends, the “Ohio gang,”
delegating to them a great deal of administrative power. The president often con-
ducted business as if he were in the relaxed, convivial, and masculine confines of a
small-town saloon. In the summer of 1923, Harding began to get wind of the scan-
dals for which his administration is best remembered. He wearily told his friend,

Kansas journalist William Allen White: “This is a hell of a job! I have no
trouble with my enemies. . . . But my damned friends, . . . White, they’re
the ones that keep me walking the floor nights.”

Soon after Harding’s death from a heart attack in 1923, a series of
congressional investigations soon revealed a deep pattern of corrup-
tion. Attorney General Harry M. Daugherty had received bribes from vio-
lators of the Prohibition statutes. He had also failed to investigate graft
in the Veterans Bureau, where Charles R. Forbes had pocketed a large
chunk of the $250 million spent on hospitals and supplies. The worst
affair was the Teapot Dome scandal involving Interior Secretary Albert
Fall. Fall received hundreds of thousands of dollars in payoffs when he
secretly leased navy oil reserves in Teapot Dome, Wyoming, and Elk
Hills, California, to two private oil developers. He eventually became
the first cabinet officer to go to jail.

But the Harding administration’s legacy was not all scandal. Andrew
Mellon, an influential Pittsburgh banker, served as secretary of the trea-
sury under all three Republican presidents of the 1920s. One of the
richest men in America, and a leading investor in the Aluminum
Corporation of America and Gulf Oil, Mellon believed government
ought to be run on the same conservative principles as a corporation.
He was a leading voice for trimming the federal budget and cutting taxes
on incomes, corporate profits, and inheritances. These cuts, he argued,
would free up capital for new investment, and thus promote general
economic growth. Mellon’s program sharply cut taxes for both higher-
income brackets and for businesses. By 1926, a person with an income

Calvin Coolidge combined a spare, laconic politi-
cal style with a flair for publicity. He frequently
posed in the dress of a cowboy, farmer, or
Indian chief.
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of a million a year paid less than a third of the income tax he or she had paid in
1921. Overall, Mellon’s policies succeeded in rolling back much of the progressive
taxation associated with Woodrow Wilson.

When Calvin Coolidge succeeded to the presidency, he seemed to most people
the temperamental opposite of Harding. Born and raised in rural Vermont, elected
governor of Massachusetts, and coming to national prominence only through the 1919
Boston police strike (see Chapter 22), “Silent Cal” was the quintessential New England
Yankee. Taciturn, genteel, and completely honest, Coolidge believed in the least
amount of government possible. He spent only four hours a day at the office. His
famous aphorism, “The business of America is business,” perfectly captured the core
philosophy of the Republican new era. He was in awe of wealthy men such as Andrew
Mellon, and he thought them best suited to make society’s key decisions.

Coolidge easily won election on his own in 1924. He benefited from the general
prosperity and the contrast he provided with the disgraced Harding. Coolidge defeated
little-known Democrat John W. Davis, the compromise choice of a party badly divided
between its rural and urban wings. Also running was Progressive Party candidate
Robert M. La Follette of Wisconsin, who mounted a reform campaign that attacked
economic monopolies and called for government ownership of utilities. In his full term,
Coolidge showed most interest in reducing federal spending, lowering taxes, and block-
ing congressional initiatives. He saw his primary function as clearing the way for American
businessmen. They, after all, were the agents of the era’s unprecedented prosperity.

Herbert Hoover and the “Associative State”
The most influential figure of the Republican new era was Herbert Hoover, who as
secretary of commerce, dominated the cabinets of Harding and Coolidge before
becoming president himself in 1929. A successful engineer, administrator, and politi-
cian, Hoover effectively embodied the belief that enlightened business, encouraged
and informed by the government, would act in the public interest. In the modern
industrial age, Hoover believed, the government needed only to advise private citi-
zens’ groups about what national or international policies to pursue. “Reactionaries
and radicals,” he wrote in American Individualism (1922), “would assume that all
reform and human advance must come through government. They have forgotten
that progress must come from the steady lift of the individual and that the measure
of national idealism and progress is the quality of idealism in the individual.”

Hoover thus fused a faith in old-fashioned individualism with a strong commit-
ment to the progressive possibilities offered by efficiency and rationality. Unlike an ear-
lier generation of Republicans, Hoover wanted not just to create a favorable climate
for business, but to actively assist the business community. He spoke of creating an “asso-
ciative state,” in which the government would encourage voluntary cooperation among
corporations, consumers, workers, farmers, and small businessmen. This became the
central occupation of the Department of Commerce under Hoover’s leadership.
Under Hoover, the Bureau of Standards became one of the nation’s leading research
centers, setting engineering standards for key American industries such as machine
tools and automobiles. The bureau also helped standardize the styles, sizes, and designs
of many consumer products, such as canned goods and refrigerators.

Hoover actively encouraged the creation and expansion of national trade asso-
ciations. By 1929, there were about 2,000 of them. At industrial conferences called
by the Commerce Department, government officials explained the advantages of
mutual cooperation in figuring prices and costs and then publishing the information.
The idea was to improve efficiency by reducing competition. To some, this practice
violated the spirit of antitrust laws, but in the 1920s, the Justice Department’s Antitrust

Q U I C K  R E V I E W
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Division took a very lax view of its responsibility. In addition, the Supreme Court
consistently upheld the legality of trade associations. The government thus provided
an ideal climate for the concentration of corporate wealth and power. The trend
toward large corporate trusts and holding companies had been well under way since
the late nineteenth century, but it accelerated in the 1920s. By 1929, the 200 largest
American corporations owned almost half the total corporate wealth and about a fifth
of the total national wealth. Concentration was particularly strong in manufacturing,
retailing, mining, banking, and utilities. The number of vertical combinations—large,
integrated firms that controlled the raw materials, manufacturing processes, and dis-
tribution networks for their products—also increased. Vertical integration became
common not only in older industries, but also in the automobile, electrical, radio,
motion picture, and other new industries as well.

War Debts, Reparations, Keeping the Peace
The United States emerged from World War I the strongest economic power in the
world. The war transformed it from the world’s leading debtor nation to its most impor-
tant creditor. European governments owed the U.S. government about $10 billion in
1919. In the private sector, the war ushered in an era of expanding American invest-
ment abroad. As late as 1914, foreign investments in the United States were about
$3 billion more than the total of American capital invested abroad. By 1919, that sit-
uation was reversed: America had $3 billion more invested abroad than foreigners
had invested in the United States. By 1929, the surplus was $8 billion. New York
replaced London as the center of international finance and capital markets.

During the 1920s, war debts and reparations were the single most divisive issue
in international economics. In France and Great Britain, which both owed the United
States large amounts in war loans, many concluded that the Uncle Sam who had offered
assistance during wartime, was really a loan shark in disguise. In turn, many Americans
viewed Europeans as ungrateful debtors. As President Coolidge acidly remarked, “They
hired the money, didn’t they?” In 1922, the U.S. Foreign Debt Commission negotiated
an agreement with the debtor nations that called for them to repay $11.5 billion over
a sixty-two-year period. But by the late 1920s, the European financial situation had
become so desperate, that the United States agreed to cancel a large part of these
debts. Continued insistence by the United States that the Europeans pay at least a por-
tion of the debt, fed anti-American feeling in Europe and isolationism at home.

The Germans believed that war reparations, set at $33 billion by the Treaty of
Versailles, not only unfairly punished the losers of the conflict but, by saddling their
civilian economies with such massive debt, also deprived them of the very means to
repay. In 1924, Herbert Hoover and Chicago banker Charles Dawes worked out a
plan to aid the recovery of the German economy. The Dawes Plan reduced Germany’s
debt, stretched out the repayment period, and arranged for American bankers to
lend funds to Germany. These measures helped stabilize Germany’s currency and
allowed it to make reparations payments to France and Great Britain. The Allies, in
turn, were better able to pay their war debts to the United States.

The United States never joined the League of Nations, but it maintained an
active, if selective, involvement in world affairs. In addition to the Dawes Plan and the
American role in naval disarmament, the United States joined the league-sponsored
World Court in 1926, and was represented at numerous league conferences. In 1928,
with great fanfare, the United States and sixty-two other nations signed the Pact of
Paris (better known as the Kellogg-Briand Pact, for the U.S. Secretary of State Frank
B. Kellogg and French Foreign Minister Aristide Briand who initiated it), which
grandly and naively renounced war in principle. Peace groups, such as the Woman’s
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Peace Party and the Quaker-based Fellowship of Reconciliation, hailed the pact for
formally outlawing war. But critics charged that the Kellogg-Briand Pact was essen-
tially meaningless, since it lacked powers of enforcement and relied solely on the
moral force of world opinion. Within weeks of its ratification, the U.S. Congress had
appropriated $250 million for new battleships.

Commerce and Foreign Policy
Throughout the 1920s, Secretary of State Charles Evans Hughes and other Republican
leaders pursued policies designed to expand American economic activity abroad.
They understood that capitalist economies must be dynamic; they must expand their
markets if they were to thrive. The focus must be on friendly nations, and invest-
ments that would help foreign citizens to buy American goods. Toward this end,
Republican leaders urged close cooperation between bankers and the government
as a strategy for expanding American investment and economic influence abroad.
They insisted that investment capital not be spent on U.S. enemies, such as the new
Soviet Union, or on nonproductive enterprises such as munitions and weapons.
Throughout the 1920s, investment bankers routinely submitted loan projects to
Hughes and Secretary of Commerce Hoover for informal approval, thus reinforcing
the close ties between business investment and foreign policy.

American oil, autos, farm machinery, and electrical equipment supplied a grow-
ing world market. Much of this expansion took place through the establishment of
branch plants overseas by American companies. America’s overall direct investment
abroad increased from $3.8 billion in 1919 to $7.5 billion in 1929. Leading the
American domination of the world market were General Electric, Ford, and Monsanto
Chemical. American oil companies, with the support of the State Department, also
challenged Great Britain’s dominance in the oil fields of the Middle East and Latin
America, forming powerful cartels with English firms.

The strategy of maximum freedom for private enterprise, backed by limited
government advice and assistance, significantly boosted the power and profits of
American overseas investors. But in Central and Latin America, in particular, aggres-
sive U.S. investment also fostered chronically underdeveloped economies, depen-
dent on a few staple crops (sugar, coffee, cocoa, bananas) grown for export. American
investments in Latin America more than doubled between 1924 and 1929, from
$1.5 billion to over $3.5 billion. A large part of this money went to taking over vital
mineral resources, such as Chile’s copper and Venezuela’s oil. The growing wealth
and power of U.S. companies made it more difficult for these nations to grow their
own food or diversify their economies. U.S. economic dominance in the hemisphere
also hampered the growth of democratic politics by favoring autocratic, military
regimes that could be counted on to protect U.S. investments.

Promises Postponed

T he prosperity of the 1920s was unevenly distributed and enjoyed across
America. Older, progressive reform movements that had pointed out
inequities, faltered in the conservative political climate. But the Republican

new era did inspire a range of critics deeply troubled by unfulfilled promises in
American life. Feminists sought to redefine their movement in the wake of the suf-
frage victory. Mexican immigration to the United States shot up, and in the bur-
geoning Mexican American communities of the Southwest and Midwest, economic
and social conditions were very difficult. African Americans, bitterly disappointed
by their treatment during and after the Great War, turned to new political and
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cultural strategies. Many American intellectuals found themselves deeply alien-
ated from the temper and direction of modern American society.

Feminism in Transition
The achievement of the suffrage removed the central issue that had given cohesion
to the disparate forces of female reform activism. In addition, female activists of all
persuasions found themselves swimming against a national tide of hostility to polit-
ical idealism. During the 1920s, the women’s movement split into two main wings over
a fundamental disagreement about female identity. Should activists stress women’s
differences from men—their vulnerability and the double burden of work and
family—and continue to press for protective legislation, such as laws that limited the
length of the work week for women? Or should they emphasize the ways that women
were like men—sharing similar aspirations—and push for full legal and civil equality?

In 1920, the National American Woman Suffrage Association reorganized itself
as the League of Women Voters. The league represented the historical mainstream
of the suffrage movement, those who believed that the vote for women would bring
a nurturing sensibility and a reform vision to American politics. This view was rooted
in politicized domesticity, the notion that women had a special role to play in better-
ing society: improving conditions for working women, abolishing child labor, human-
izing prisons and mental hospitals, and serving the urban poor. Most league members
continued working in a variety of reform organizations, and the league itself con-
centrated on educating the new female electorate, encouraging women to run for
office, and supporting laws for the protection of women and children.

A newer, smaller, and more militant group was the National Woman’s Party
(NWP), founded in 1916 by militant suffragist Alice Paul. The NWP downplayed the
significance of suffrage and argued that women were still subordinate to men in
every facet of life. The NWP opposed protective legislation for women, claiming that
such laws reinforced sex stereotyping and prevented women from competing with men
in many fields. Largely representing the interests of professional and business women,
the NWP focused on passage of a brief Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) to the
Constitution, introduced in Congress in 1923: “Men and women shall have equal
rights throughout the United States and every place subject to its jurisdiction.”

Many of the older generation of women reformers opposed the ERA as elitist,
arguing that far more women benefited from protective laws than were injured by
them. Mary Anderson, director of the Women’s Bureau in the Department of Labor,
argued that “women who are wage earners, with one job in the factory and another
in the home, have little time and energy left to carry on the fight to better their eco-
nomic status. They need the help of other women and they need labor laws.” ERA
supporters countered that maximum-hours laws or laws prohibiting women from
night work prevented women from getting many lucrative jobs. M. Carey Thomas, pres-
ident of Bryn Mawr College, defended the ERA with language reminiscent of laissez
faire: “How much better by one blow to do away with discriminating against women
in work, salaries, promotion and opportunities to compete with men in a fair field
with no favour on either side!”

But most women’s groups did not think there was a “fair field.” Positions solid-
ified. The League of Women Voters, the National Consumers’ League, and the
Women’s Trade Union League opposed the ERA. ERA supporters generally stressed
individualism, competition, and the abstract language of “equality” and “rights.” ERA
opponents emphasized the grim reality of industrial exploitation and the concentra-
tion of women workers in low-paying jobs in which they did not compete directly
with men. ERA advocates dreamed of a labor market that might be, one in which
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League of Women Voters League formed
in 1920 advocating for women’s rights,
among them the right for women to serve
on juries and equal pay laws.
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women might have the widest opportunity. Anti-ERA forces looked at the labor mar-
ket as it was, insisting it was more important to protect women from existing exploita-
tion. The NWP campaign failed to get the ERA passed by Congress, but the debates
it sparked would be echoed during the feminist movement of the 1970s, when the
ERA became a central political goal of a resurgent feminism.

A small number of professional women made real gains in the fields of real
estate, banking, and journalism. The press regularly announced new “firsts” for
women, such as Amelia Earhart’s 1928 airplane flight across the Atlantic. Anne
O’Hare McCormick won recognition as the “first lady of American journalism” for
her reporting and editorial columns in the New York Times. In 1900, less than 18 per-
cent of employed women worked in clerical, managerial, sales, and professional
areas. By 1930, the number was 44 percent. But studies showed that most of these
women were clustered in the low-paying areas of typing, stenography, bookkeeping,
cashiering, and sales clerking. Men still dominated in the higher-paid and manage-
rial white-collar occupations.

The most significant, if limited, victory for feminist reformers was the 1921
Sheppard-Towner Act, which established the first federally funded health-care pro-
gram, providing matching funds for states to set up prenatal and child health care
centers. These centers also provided public health nurses for house calls. Although
hailed as a genuine reform breakthrough, especially for women in rural and isolated
communities, the act aroused much opposition. The NWP disliked it for its assump-
tion that all women were mothers. Birth control advocates such as Margaret Sanger
complained that contraception was not part of the program. The American Medical
Association (AMA) objected to government-sponsored health care and to nurses
who functioned outside the supervision of physicians. By 1929, largely as a result of
intense AMA lobbying, Congress cut off funds for the program.

Mexican Immigration
While immigration restriction sharply cut the flow of new arrivals from
Europe, the 1920s also brought a dramatic influx of Mexicans to the
United States. Mexican immigration, which was not included in the
immigration laws of 1921 and 1924, had picked up substantially after
the outbreak of the Mexican Revolution in 1911, when political instabil-
ity and economic hardships provided incentives to cross the border to
El Norte. According to the U.S. Immigration Service, an estimated 459,000
Mexicans entered the United States between 1921 and 1930, more than
double the number for the previous decade. The official count no doubt
underrepresented the true numbers of immigrants from Mexico. Many
Mexicans shunned the main border crossings at El Paso, Texas; Nogales,
Arizona; and Calexico, California, and thus avoided paying the $8 head
tax and $10 visa fee (see Figure 23-4).

The primary pull was the tremendous agricultural expansion occur-
ring in the American Southwest. Irrigation and large-scale agribusiness
had begun transforming California’s Imperial and San Joaquin Valleys
from arid desert into lucrative fruit and vegetable fields. Cotton pickers
were needed in the vast plantations of Lower Rio Grande Valley in Texas
and the Salt River Valley in Arizona. The sugar beet fields of Michigan,
Minnesota, and Colorado also attracted many Mexican farm workers.
American industry had also begun recruiting Mexican workers, first to
fill wartime needs and later to fill the gap left by the decline in European
immigration.

Sheppard-Towner Act The first federal
social welfare law, passed in 1921, providing
federal funds for infant and maternity care.

In this excerpt, Margaret Sanger
supports her claims to the necessity
of contraception by stressing 
the emotional, mental, and physical
time needed for a married couple 
to bond and nourish their relationship
before the arrival of children.

Two years at least are necessary to cement
the bonds of love and to establish the mar-
riage relation. . . . Why is this advisable?
When the young wife is forced into mater-
nity too soon, both are cheated out 
of marital adjustment and harmony that
require time to mature and develop. . . .
The young bride knows that she is paying
too great a price for the brief and happy
days of her honeymoon. . . . Birth Control
is the instrument by which this universal
problem may be solved.
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FIGURE 23-4
Mexican Immigration to the United States in the 1920s Many Mexican
migrants avoided official border crossing stations so they would not
have to pay visa fees. Thus these official figures probably underesti-
mated the true size of the decade’s Mexican migration. As the econ-
omy contracted with the onset of the Great Depression, immigration
from Mexico dropped off sharply. 
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The new Mexican immigration appeared more permanent than previous waves—
that is, more and more newcomers stayed—and, like other immigrants, settled in
cities. This was partly the unintended consequence of new policies designed to make
immigration more difficult. As the Border Patrol (established in 1924) made border
crossing more difficult (through head taxes, visa fees, literacy tests, and document
checks), what had once been a two-way process for many Mexicans became a one-way
migration. Permanent communities of Mexicans in the United States grew rapidly. By
1930, San Antonio’s Mexican community accounted for roughly 80,000 people out of
a total population of a quarter million. Around 100,000 Mexicans lived in central and
east Los Angeles, including 55,000 who attended city schools. Substantial Mexican
communities also flourished in Midwestern cities such as Chicago, Detroit, Kansas
City, and Gary. Many of the immigrants alternated between agricultural and factory
jobs, depending on the seasonal availability of work. Mexican women often worked
in the fields alongside their husbands. They also had jobs as domestics and seam-
stresses, or took in laundry and boarders.

Racism and local patterns of residential segregation confined most Mexicans
to barrios. Housing conditions were generally poor, particularly for recent arrivals,
who were forced to live in rude shacks without running water or electricity. Disease
and infant mortality rates were much higher than average, and most Mexicans worked
at low-paying, unskilled jobs and received inadequate health care. Legal restrictions
passed by states and cities made it difficult for Mexicans to enter teaching, legal, and
other professions. Mexicans were routinely banned from local public works projects
as well. Many felt a deep ambivalence about applying for American citizenship. Loyalty
to the Old Country was strong, and many cherished dreams of returning to live out
their days in Mexico.

Nativist efforts to limit Mexican immigration were thwarted by the lobbying of
powerful agribusiness interests. The Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce typically
employed racist stereotyping in arguing to keep the borders open. Mexicans, it

Mexican workers gathered outside a San Antonio
labor bureau in 1924. These employment agen-
cies contracted Mexicans to work for Texas farm-
ers, railroads, and construction companies. Note
the three Anglo men in front (wearing suits and
ties), who probably owned and operated this
agency. During the 1920s, San Antonio’s
Mexican population doubled from roughly
40,000 to over 80,000, making it the second
largest colonia in El Norte after Los Angeles.

Goldbeck Collection, Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center,

University of Texas at Austin. Photo by Summerville (46ND). 

1924 Immigration Law
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claimed, were naturally suited for agriculture, “due to their crouching and bending
habits, . . . while the white is physically unable to adapt himself to them.”

Mutual aid societies—mutualistas—became key social and political institutions
in the Mexican communities of the Southwest and Midwest. They provided death
benefits and widows’ pensions for members and also served as centers of resistance
to civil rights violations and discrimination. In 1928, the Federation of Mexican
Workers Unions formed in response to a large farm labor strike in the Imperial Valley
of California. A group of middle-class Mexican professionals in Texas organized the
League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC) in 1929. The founding of these
organizations marked only the beginnings of a long struggle to bring economic,
social, and racial equality to Mexican Americans.

The “New Negro”
The Great Migration spurred by World War I showed no signs of letting up during the
1920s, and African American communities in northern cities grew rapidly. By far the
largest and most influential of these communities was New York City’s Harlem. Previously
a residential suburb, Harlem began attracting middle-class African Americans in the
prewar years. After the war, heavy black migration from the South and the Caribbean
encouraged real estate speculators and landlords to remake Harlem as an exclusively
black neighborhood. Between 1920 and 1930, some 120,000 new black arrivals settled
in Harlem, giving it a black population of roughly 200,000 (see Map 23-1).

Harlem emerged as the demographic and cultural capital of black America,
but its appeal transcended national borders, as mass migration from the Caribbean
helped reshape the community. Between 1900 and 1930, some 300,000 West Indians
emigrated to the United States, roughly half of whom settled in New York City. By the
late 1920s, about one-quarter of Harlem’s population had been born in Jamaica,
Barbados, Trinidad, the Bahamas, and other parts of the Caribbean. Some of the
leading cultural, business, and political figures of the era—poet Claude McKay, news-
paper publisher P. M. H. Savory, labor organizer Hubert Harrison, black nationalist
Marcus Garvey—had roots in the West Indies. Most black Caribbean migrants came
from societies where class differences mattered more than racial ones, and many
refused to accept racial bigotry without protest. A large number also carried with
them entrepreneurial experience that contributed to their success in running small
businesses. Intraracial tensions and resentment between American-born blacks and
an increasingly visible West Indian population was one reflection of Harlem’s trans-
formation into a hemispheric center for black people.

The demand for housing in this restricted geographical area led to skyrocketing
rents, but most Harlemites held low-wage jobs. This combination produced extremely
overcrowded apartments, unsanitary conditions, and the rapid deterioration of hous-
ing stock. Disease and death rates were abnormally high. Harlem was well on its way
to becoming a slum. Yet Harlem also boasted a large middle-class population and sup-
ported a wide array of churches, theaters, newspapers and journals, and black-owned
businesses. It became a mecca, as poet and essayist James Weldon Johnson wrote, for
“the curious, the adventurous, the enterprising, the ambitious, and the talented of the
entire Negro world.” Poet Langston Hughes expressed the excitement of arriving in
the community in 1921: “I can never put on paper the thrill of the underground ride
to Harlem. I went up the steps and out into the bright September sunlight. Harlem! I
stood there, dropped my bags, took a deep breath and felt happy again.”

Harlem became the political and intellectual center for what writer Alain Locke
called the “New Negro.” Locke was referring to a new spirit in the work of black writ-
ers and intellectuals, an optimistic faith that encouraged African Americans to develop

Q U I C K  R E V I E W

Harlem

Harlem attracted middle-class African
Americans in the prewar years.

After the war, black people 
from the South and the Caribbean
arrived in large numbers.

Harlem became the political and
intellectual center of African American
culture.

Immigrant Women (1930)
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and celebrate their distinctive culture, firmly rooted in the history, folk culture, and
experiences of African American people. This faith was the common denominator
uniting the disparate figures associated with the Harlem Renaissance. The assertion
of cultural independence resonated in the poetry of Langston Hughes and Claude
McKay, the novels of Zora Neale Hurston and Jessie Fauset, the essays of Countee
Cullen and James Weldon Johnson, the acting of Paul Robeson, and the blues singing
of Bessie Smith. Most would agree with Johnson when he wrote in 1927 that “noth-
ing can go farther to destroy race prejudice than the recognition of the Negro as a
creator and contributor to American civilization.”

There was a political side to the “New Negro” as well. The newly militant spirit
that black veterans had brought home from World War I matured and found a variety
of expressions in the Harlem of the 1920s. New leaders and movements began to appear
alongside established organizations like the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People. A. Philip Randolph began a long career as a labor leader, socialist,
and civil rights activist in these years, editing the Messenger and organizing the Brotherhood

Harlem Renaissance A new African
American cultural awareness that flourished
in literature, art, and music in the 1920s.
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Black Population, 1920 Although the Great Migration had drawn hundreds of thousands of African Americans 
to the urban North, the southern states of the former Confederacy still remained the center of the African American
population in 1920.

WHY WERE African Americans drawn to northern cities?

To explore this map further, go to www.myhistorylab.com
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The Great Migration began during World
War I, when approximately 1.5 million
African Americans from the rural South
migrated to northern cities in search 
of economic opportunities during 
the 1920s. New industries, such as 
the automotive, spurred a large move-
ment of African Americans North 
in the hopes of bettering themselves
economically. As a result, the black popu-
lations of New York, Chicago, and Detroit
doubled during the 1920s.
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of Sleeping Car Porters. Harlem was also head-
quarters to Marcus Garvey’s Universal Negro
Improvement Association. An ambitious Jamaican
immigrant who had moved to Harlem in 1916,
Garvey created a mass movement that stressed black
economic self-determination and unity among the
black communities of the United States, the
Caribbean, and Africa. His newspaper, Negro World,
spoke to black communities around the world, urg-
ing black businesses to trade among themselves.
With colorful parades and rallies and a central mes-
sage affirming pride in black identity, Garvey
attracted as many as a million members worldwide.

Garvey’s best-publicized project was the
Black Star Line, a black-owned and -operated fleet
of ships that would link people of African descent
around the world. But insufficient capital and seri-
ous financial mismanagement resulted in the spec-
tacular failure of the enterprise. In 1923, Garvey
was found guilty of mail fraud in his fundraising efforts; he later went to jail and was
subsequently deported to England. Despite the disgrace, Harlem’s largest newspaper,
the Amsterdam News, explained Garvey’s continuing appeal to African Americans: “In
a world where black is despised, he taught them that black is beautiful. He taught them
to admire and praise black things and black people.”

Through the new mass media of radio and phonograph records, millions of
Americans now listened and danced to a distinctively African American music, as
jazz began to enter the cultural mainstream. The best jazz bands of the day, led by
artists such as Duke Ellington, Fletcher Henderson, Cab Calloway, and Louis
Armstrong, often had their performances broadcast live from such Harlem venues
as the Cotton Club and Small’s Paradise. Yet these clubs themselves were rigidly seg-
regated. Black dancers, singers, and musicians provided the entertainment, but no
African Americans were allowed in the audience. Chronicled in novels and news-
papers, Harlem became a potent symbol to white America of the ultimate good time.
Yet the average Harlemite never saw the inside of a nightclub. For the vast majority
of Harlem residents, working menial jobs for low wages and forced to pay high rents,
the day-to-day reality was depressingly different.

Intellectuals and Alienation
War, Prohibition, growing corporate power, and the deep currents of cultural intoler-
ance troubled many intellectuals in the 1920s. Some felt so alienated from the United
States, that they left to live abroad. In the early 1920s, Gertrude Stein, an American expa-
triate writer living in Paris, told the young novelist Ernest Hemingway: “All of you young
people who served in the war, you are a lost generation.” The phrase “a lost generation”
was widely adopted as a label for American writers, artists, and intellectuals of the post-
war era. Yet it is difficult to generalize about so diverse a community. For one thing, liv-
ing abroad attracted only a handful of American writers. Alienation and disillusion
with American life were prominent subjects in the literature and thought of the 1920s,
but artists and thinkers developed these themes in very different ways.

The mass slaughter of World War I provoked revulsion and a deep cynicism about
the heroic and moralistic portrayal of war so popular in the nineteenth century. Novelists
Hemingway and John Dos Passos, who both served at the front as ambulance drivers,
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this portrait of Harlem Renaissance poet
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depicted the war and its aftermath in world-weary and unsentimental tones. The search
for personal moral codes that would allow one to endure life with dignity and authen-
ticity was at the center of Hemingway’s fiction. In the taut, spare language of The Sun
Also Rises (1926) and A Farewell to Arms (1929), he questioned idealism, abstractions, and
large meanings. As Jake Barnes, the wounded war hero of The Sun Also Rises explained,
“I did not care what it was all about. All I wanted to know was how to live it.”

Hemingway and F. Scott Fitzgerald were the most influential novelists of the era.
Fitzgerald joined the army during World War I but did not serve overseas. His work
celebrated the youthful vitality of the “Jazz Age” (a phrase he coined), but was also
deeply distrustful of the promises of American prosperity and politics. His first novel,
This Side of Paradise (1920), won a wide readership around the country with its exu-
berant portrait of a “new generation,” “dedicated more than the last to the fear of
poverty and the worship of success; grown up to find all Gods dead, all wars fought,
all faiths in man shaken.” Fitzgerald’s finest work, The Great Gatsby (1925), written in
the south of France, depicted the glamorous parties of the wealthy, while evoking the
tragic limits of material success.

At home, many American writers engaged in sharp attacks on small-town America
and what they viewed as its provincial values. Essayist H. L. Mencken, caustic editor
of the American Mercury, heaped scorn on fundamentalists, Prohibition, and nativists,
while ridiculing what he called the “American booboisie.” Mencken understood the
power of the small town and despaired of reforming politics. “Our laws,” he wrote,
“are invented, in the main, by frauds and fanatics, and put upon the statute books by
poltroons and scoundrels.” Fiction writers also skewered small-town America, achiev-
ing commercial and critical success in the process. Sherwood Anderson’s Winesburg,
Ohio (1919) offered a spare, laconic, pessimistic, yet compassionate, view of middle
America. He had a lasting influence on younger novelists of the 1920s.

The most popular and acclaimed writer of the time was novelist Sinclair Lewis.
In a series of novels satirizing small-town life, such as Main Street (1920) and especially
Babbitt (1922), Lewis affectionately mocked his characters. His treatment of the cen-
tral character in Babbitt—George Babbitt of Zenith—also had a strong element of
self-mockery, for Lewis could offer no alternative set of values to Babbitt’s crass self-
promotion, hunger for success, and craving for social acceptance. In 1930, Lewis
became the first American author to win the Nobel Prize for literature.

In the aftermath of the postwar Red Scare, American radicalism found itself on
the defensive throughout the 1920s. But one cause célèbre did attract a great deal of
support from intellectuals. In 1921, two Italian American immigrants, Nicola Sacco
and Bartolomeo Vanzetti, were tried and convicted for murder in the course of rob-
bing a shoe factory in South Braintree, Massachusetts. Neither Sacco, a shoemaker,
nor Vanzetti, a fish peddler, had criminal records, but both had long been active in
militant anarchist circles, labor organizing, and antiwar agitation. Their trial took
place amidst an intense atmosphere of nativist and antiradical feeling, and both the
judge and prosecuting attorney engaged in clearly prejudicial conduct toward the
defendants. A six-year struggle to save Sacco and Vanzetti following the trial failed,
despite attracting support from a broad range of liberal intellectuals, including
Harvard law professor and future Supreme Court justice Felix Frankfurter. The two
men were finally executed in 1927, and for many years, their case would remain a pow-
erful symbol of how the criminal justice system could be tainted by political bias and
antiimmigrant fervor. Another side of intellectual alienation was expressed by writ-
ers critical of industrial progress and the new mass culture. The most important of
these were a group of poets and scholars centered in Vanderbilt University in Nashville,
Tennessee, collectively known as the Fugitives. They included Allen Tate, John Crowe

In this excerpt, Bartolomeo Vanzetti
testifies his innocence of the crimes
in which he is accused and states that
his conviction is based upon whom
he is, rather than the crimes he is
accused of committing.

Well, I have already said that I not only
am not guilty . . . but I never commit a
crime in my life . . . But my conviction is
that I have suffered for things I am guilty
of. I am suffering because I am a radical
and indeed I am a radical; I have suf-
fered because I was an Italian, and
indeed I am an Italian; I have suffered
more for my family and my beloved than
for myself . . . 

Court Statements of Nicola Sacco
and Bartolomeo Vanzetti (1927)
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Ransom, Donald Davidson, and Robert Penn Warren, all of whom invoked tradi-
tional authority, respect for the past, and older agrarian ways as ideals to live by. The
Fugitives attacked industrialism and materialism as modern-day ills. Self-conscious
southerners, they looked to the antebellum plantation-based society as a model for
a community based on benevolence toward dependents (such as black people and
women) and respect for the land. Their book of essays, I’ll Take My Stand (1930), was
a collective manifesto of their ideas.

Not all intellectuals, of course, were critics of modern trends. Some, like the
philosopher John Dewey, retained much of the prewar optimism and belief in
progress. But many others, such as Walter Lippmann and Joseph Wood Krutch, artic-
ulated a profound uneasiness with the limits of material growth. In his 1929 book A
Preface to Morals, the urbane and sophisticated Lippmann expressed doubts about
the moral health of the nation. Modern science and technological advances could
not address more cosmic questions of belief. The erosion of old religious faiths and
moral standards, along with the triumph of the new mass culture, had left many peo-
ple with nothing to believe in.

The Election of 1928
The presidential election of 1928 served as a kind of national referendum on the
Republican new era. It also revealed just how important ethnic and cultural differences
had become in defining American politics. The contest reflected many of the deep-
est tensions and conflicts in American society in the 1920s: native-born versus immi-
grant; Protestant versus Catholic; Prohibition versus legal drinking; small-town life
versus the cosmopolitan city; fundamentalism versus modernism; traditional sources
of culture versus the new mass media (see Map 23-2).

The 1928 campaign featured two politicians who represented pro-
foundly different sides of American life. Al Smith, the Democratic nom-
inee for president, was a pure product of New York City’s Lower East
Side. Smith came from a background that included Irish, German, and
Italian ancestry, and he was raised as a Roman Catholic. He rose through
the political ranks of New York’s Tammany Hall machine. A personable
man with a deep sympathy for poor and working-class people, Smith
served four terms as governor of New York, pushing through an array
of laws reforming factory conditions, housing, and welfare programs.
Two of his closest advisers were the progressives Frances Perkins and
Belle Moskowitz. Smith thus fused older-style machine politics with the
newer reform emphasis on state intervention to solve social problems.

Herbert Hoover easily won the Republican nomination after Calvin
Coolidge announced he would not run for reelection. Hoover epito-
mized the successful and forward-looking American. An engineer and
self-made millionaire, he offered a unique combination of experience
in humanitarian war relief, administrative efficiency, and probusiness
policies. Above all, Hoover stood for a commitment to voluntarism and
individualism as the best method for advancing the public welfare. He
was one of the best-known men in America and promised to continue
the Republican control of national politics.

Smith himself quickly became the central issue of the campaign.
His sharp New York accent, jarring to many Americans who heard it
over the radio, marked him clearly as a man of the city. So did his brown
derby and fashionable suits, as well as his promise to work for the repeal
of Prohibition. As the first Roman Catholic nominee of a major party,
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Clifford K. Berryman’s 1928
political cartoon interpreted
that year’s presidential
contest along sectional
lines. It depicted the two
major presidential con-
tenders as each setting
off to campaign in the
regions where their support
was weakest. For Democrat
Al Smith, that meant the
West, and for Republican
Herbert Hoover, the East.

Copyright, 1928, Lost Angeles

Smith also drew a torrent of anti-Catholic bigotry, especially in the South and Midwest.
Nativists and Ku Klux Klanners shamelessly exploited old anti-Catholic prejudices
and intimidated participants in Democratic election rallies. But Smith was also
attacked from more respectable quarters. Bishop James Cannon, head of the south-
ern Methodist Episcopal Church, insisted that “no subject of the Pope” should be per-
mitted to occupy the White House. For his part, Smith ran a largely conservative
race. He appointed John Raskob, a Republican vice president of General Motors, to
manage his campaign, and tried to outdo Hoover in his praise for business. He
avoided economic issues such as the unevenness of the prosperity, the plight of farm-
ers, or the growing unemployment. Democrats remained regionally divided over
Prohibition, Smith’s religion, and the widening split between rural and urban values.
Hoover did not have to do much, other than take credit for the continued prosperity.

Hoover polled 21 million votes to Smith’s 15 million, and swept the electoral
college 444 to 87, including New York State. Even the Solid South, reliably Democratic
since the Civil War, gave five states to Hoover—a clear reflection of the ethnocul-
tural split in the party. Yet the election offered important clues to the future of the
Democrats. Smith ran better in the big cities of the North and East than any Democrat
in modern times. He outpolled Hoover in the aggregate vote of the nation’s twelve
largest cities and carried six of them, thus pointing the way to the Democrats’ future
dominance with urban, Northeastern, and ethnic voters.
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Creating Celebrity

A
common definition for “celebrity” is one who is famous for being famous. Although
politics, the arts, science, and the military have produced famous people for cen-
turies, the celebrity is a twentieth-century phenomenon, one closely linked to the

emergence of modern forms of mass media. In the 1920s Hollywood’s “star system,” along
with tabloid newspapers and the new profession of public relations, created the modern
celebrity. Film producers were at first wary of identifying screen actors by name, but they
soon discovered that promoting popular leading actors would boost the box office for their

movies. The use of “close-ups” in movies and the
fact that screen images were literally larger than
life distinguished the images of film actors from,
say, stage performers or opera singers.

Fans identified with their favorites in con-
tradictory ways. Stars like Charlie Chaplin and
Mary Pickford were like royalty. Audiences were
also curious about the stars’ private lives. Film
studios took advantage of this curiosity by care-

fully controlling the public image of their stars through press releases, planted stories
in newspapers, and carefully managed interviews and public appearances. By the 1920s
film stars were essentially studio owned and operated commodities, requiring enormous
capital investment. ■

WHAT VISUAL themes strike you as most
powerful in the accompanying images? How
do they compare to celebrity images of today?
Why do you think male stars such as Valentino
and Fairbanks were so often portrayed as
exotic foreigners? 

Picture Desk, Inc./Kobal Collection Everett Collection Everett Collection
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1920 Prohibition takes effect

Warren G. Harding is elected president

Station KDKA in Pittsburgh goes on the air

Census reports that urban population is greater than
rural population for the first time

1921 First immigration quotas are established by Congress

Sheppard-Towner Act establishes first federally funded
health-care program

1922 Washington conference produces Five-Power Treaty,
scaling down navies

1923 Equal Rights Amendment is first introduced in Congress

Harding dies in office; Calvin Coolidge becomes
president

1924 Ku Klux Klan is at height of its influence

Dawes Plan for war reparations stabilizes European
economies

Johnson-Reed Immigration Act tightens quotas
established in 1921

1925 Scopes trial pits religious fundamentalism against
modernity

F. Scott Fitzgerald publishes The Great Gatsby

1926 National Broadcasting Company establishes first national
radio network

1927 McNary-Haugen Farm Relief bill finally passed 
by Congress, but is vetoed by President Coolidge as
unwarranted federal interference in the economy

Warner Brothers produces The Jazz Singer, the first
feature-length motion picture with sound

Charles Lindbergh makes first solo flight across 
the Atlantic Ocean

1928 Kellogg-Briand Pact renounces war

Herbert Hoover defeats Al Smith for the presidency

1929 Robert and Helen Lynd publish their classic community
study, Middletown

CHRONOLOGY

Conclusion

A merica’s big cities, if not dominant politically, now defined the nation’s
cultural and economic life as never before. The mass media of motion pic-
tures, broadcasting, and chain newspapers brought cosmopolitan enter-

tainments and values to the remotest small communities. The culture of celebrity
knew no geographic boundaries. New consumer durable goods associated with mass-
production techniques—automobiles, radios, telephones, household appliances—
were manufactured largely in cities. The advertising and public relations companies
that sang their praises were also distinctly urban enterprises. Even with the curtail-
ing of European immigration, big cities attracted a kaleidoscopic variety of migrants:
white people from small towns and farms, African Americans from the rural South,
Mexicans from across the border, intellectuals and professionals looking to make
their mark.

Many Americans, of course, remained deeply suspicious of postwar cultural
and economic trends. Yet the partisans of Prohibition, members of the Ku Klux
Klan, and religious fundamentalists usually found themselves on the defensive
against what they viewed as alien cultural and economic forces centered in the
metropolis. Large sectors of the population did not share in the era’s prosperity. But
the large numbers who did—or at least had a taste of good times—ensured
Republican political dominance throughout the decade. Thus, America in the 1920s
balanced dizzying change in the cultural and economic realms with conservative
politics. The reform crusades that attracted millions during the progressive era were
a distant memory. Political activism was no match for the new pleasures promised
by technology and prosperity. 
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DOCUMENT-BASED QUESTION
Directions: This exercise requires you to construct a valid essay that directly
addresses the central issues of the following question. You will have to use facts
from the documents provided and from the chapter to prove the position you take
in your thesis statement. 

Evaluate the idea that the decade of the Twenties was a conflict
between forces that pushed rapid change upon American society,
and elements within that society that resisted those changes.

Document A
Examine the Thomas Hart Benton mural completed in 1930 at the end of the
decade (page 811). Compare it against the 1925 Judge cartoon (page 817) of
“Sheik with Sheba” and the image on the cigarette ad below. An artist, a journalist,
and an advertising agent produced these three images, respectively.

• What do they demonstrate about how the people who lived during the decade of the 1920s viewed
themselves?

• Do these images demonstrate changes occurring during that decade from life in America before 1920?
• What kinds of changes are portrayed?
• What group of society do these changes affect?

Suggested Answer:

Successful essays should note:
• How the people who lived during 

the decade of the 1920s viewed them-
selves (Image p. 811, Image p. 817,
and Document A)

• The social, economic, and political
changes that occurred during 
the 1920s, such as Prohibition, rise 
of organized crime, sprawl of cities,
new mass media, consumerism, immi-
gration restrictions, revival of the Ku
Klux Klan, religious fundamentalism,
feminism, war debts, reparations, and
foreign policy (Document A)

• The individual groups affected most
from the changes occurring within
society (Document A)

• The aspect of society most affected 
by the new methods of advertising
and the culture of consumption
(Figure 23-2, Figure 23-1, Image p. 806,
and Document B)

• The effect of advertising and con-
sumerism on both urban and rural
areas (Document B)

• The impact of motion pictures within
American society in the 1920s
(Document B)

• The conflicts and controversy that 
the motion picture industry enthused
(Document B)

• The settlement location and distribu-
tion of U.S. immigrants between 1901
and 1920 (Document C)

• The changes that occurred within
American society as a result of immi-
gration and their effect on the divisions
between rural and city culture
(Document C)

• The split within American society 
for and against modernization and
each side’s respective argument
(Document C)

• The significance of the Scopes’ Trial
and the root causes of the rise 
of the new Ku Klux Klan during 
the 1920s (Document D)

• Changes within the rural home 
from 1900 to 1930 and the possible
roots to resistance that might have
influenced farm families and rural soci-
eties (Document E)

Gaslight Advertising Archives, Inc., Commack, NY
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Document B
Examine the charts on page 805 on consumer debt during the 1920s.
Now look at the A&P grocery ad on page 806, the Ford auto ad on
page 808, the Ford auto factory photo on page 807, and the cigarette
ad from Document A. All of these artifacts are part of the culture of
mass consumption mentioned on page 811. Credit and advertising
was the underpinning of this new culture of consumption.

• Who did it affect and how did it change those people?
• Did it affect the cities and the rural areas with equal strength?

Now add the photo on the left of Mary Pickford into the equation.

• Besides the impact of advertising and new products, how did the growth of motion
pictures change the nation?

• What conflicts did the motion picture industry stir within the nation?

San Francisco

New York

Chicago

Detroit

Seattle

San Antonio

Los Angeles

Denver

Native-Born of Native Parents Foreign-Born

Native-Born of Foreign Parents Non-White (including Asian)

0 20 40 60 80 100
Percent

Document C
Look at the chart below on population composition for selected cities and com-
pare it against the map back on page 737 (Chapter 21) on the numbers of immi-
grants between 1901 and 1920.

• Where did these immigrants settle?
• How did that change American society?
• Does that say anything about the cause of the divisions that were occurring between rural and

city culture during this decade?

Now read the sections in the chapter on Prohibition and Immigration Restrictions.

• Does that tell you more about the divisions of opinion that had occurred between urban and rural
society in America during this decade?

• Why did many people in the cities support modernization of American society, and people in
small towns and rural regions oppose it?

Culver Pictures, Inc.
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Document E
This photo on the right was taken at the end of the decade in 1930.
The radio in front of the farm family did not exist in 1920 at the end
of the previous decade, nor did the commercial radio station which
broadcasted to them. Only KDKA was broadcasting in 1920 from
Pittsburgh, too far for this family in Michigan to receive even if they
had a radio. Look at this family and their home.

• Would the home look much different on a Michigan farm in 1910 or 1900?
• Look more closely, especially behind the family into the parlor. Do you see the elec-

tric lights?
• In the corner near the window do you see the phonograph (it could be hand-cranked

or electric, we do not know which)? Do these things tell you anything about change
and the resistance to change that might have touched this farm family?

Document D
Look at the photo of the Ku Klux Klan women’s auxiliary in Indiana in 1923
(page 821) and the photo below of William Jennings Bryan and Clarence
Darrow in 1925.

• How did the rise of the new Ku Klux Klan and the prosecution of John T. Scopes illustrate not
only the division between rural and urban society, but also the resistance to change that occurred
during the 1920s?

AP/Wide World Photos

National Archives and Records Administration
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PREP TEST
Select the response that best answers each question or best completes each sentence.

Answer Key

1-E 4-C 7-D 10-A 13-A
2-B 5-A 8-B 11-D 14-E
3-A 6-E 9-C 12-C

1. During the 1920s:
a. the nation returned to normalcy and restored its

economic and social traditions.
b. a booming and growing economy guaranteed finan-

cial security for all Americans.
c. modern concepts led to a total break with tradi-

tional ways of thinking in America.
d. the economy boomed leading to the eradication of

America’s lower class.
e. the United States experienced profound social and

economic transformations.

2. In the years following World War I:
a. labor unions experienced a sharp growth in

membership.
b. organized labor faced an increasingly hostile

environment.
c. the majority of American workers joined a labor union.
d. the Supreme Court outlawed collective bargaining.
e. factory workers saw a drastic deterioration in their

working conditions.

3. According to the U.S. census in 1920:
a. for the first time more Americans lived in urban

areas than lived in rural areas.
b. the majority of Americans were living in cities of at

least 100,000 people.
c. no major demographic changes had occurred since

the census of 1890.
d. about two-thirds of the American population still

lived in rural areas.
e. there were ninety-four American cities encompassing

over 100,000 people.

4. Between 1900 and 1920:
a. the emergence of motion pictures and radio changed

completely the way all Americans lived.
b. mass media influenced young Americans but had lit-

tle effect on the attitudes of older Americans.
c. modern mass communications shaped Americans’

perceptions of their society and their culture.
d. television came to be the most influential medium of

mass communications in the United States.
e. television dominated the airwaves and showed

reports of the growing American post-war prosperity.

5. One result of the new importance of mass communica-
tion was:
a. a greater emphasis on advertising and public relations.
b. a sharp increase in independently-owned newspapers.
c. a general decline in the overall literacy rate in

the nation.
d. the opening of the first public libraries in the

United States.
e. the acceptance and spread of African American

folk culture.

6. During the 1920s:
a. very few Americans had any interest in professional

sports franchises.
b. major league baseball took the lead in integrating

professional sports.
c. the most popular American spectator sport was the

National Basketball Association.
d. the most popular spectator sport was the new

National Football League.
e. white athletes and African-American athletes played

in segregated leagues.

7. As a result of national prohibition:
a. all Americans quit drinking any alcoholic beverages.
b. urban crime rates dropped quite quickly and sharply.
c. very little change actually occurred in the United States.
d. large-scale organized crime grew in the United States.
e. 5,000 police officers were diverted to the

Prohibition Bureau.

8. The immigration laws of 1921 and 1924:
a. worked very effectively to prohibit all immigration

into the United States.
b. created complex quota systems to restrict immigration

to the United States.
c. allowed for the first time the legal immigration of

Asians into the United States.
d. encouraged people from southern and eastern

Europe to migrate to the United States.
e. halted all immigration to the United States though

the early 1930s.

9. In the 1920s, the Ku Klux Klan:
a. was outlawed by the federal government and

disappeared.
b. operated just like the Ku Klux Klan of the

Reconstruction era.
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c. declared itself as the defender of traditional
American values.

d. focused on race relations and had no support outside
the South.

e. was limited to a few local chapters in Georgia
and Alabama.

10. The event in 1925 that came to epitomize much of the
intellectual debate of the 1920s was the:
a. Scopes Monkey Trial.
b. Lindbergh Kidnapping.
c. Loeb-Leopold Case.
d. Dreyfus Affair.
e. Sacco and Vanzetti case.

11. Throughout his career, Herbert Hoover advocated the:
a. New Nationalism.
b. general welfare state.
c. New Frontier.
d. associative state.
e. New Deal.

12. In the years after World War I the United States:
a. played an active leadership role in the League

of Nations.
b. withdrew completely from any role in

international affairs.
c. engaged selectively in diplomatic and

international affairs.

d. took steps that made it impossible for nations to go
to war.

e. discouraged any forms of foreign commerce or trade.

13. During the 1920s:
a. some intellectuals accepted modern ideals while oth-

ers did not.
b. all American intellectuals embraced modern ways

of thinking.
c. most intellectuals encouraged a return to small-

town ideals.
d. the emergence of mass culture eliminated

intellectualism.
e. intellectuals focused solely on growing anti-commu-

nism protests.

14. Between 1920 and 1929:
a. Americans recommitted themselves to the progres-

sivism of the early twentieth century.
b. the United States became a nation characterized by

modern culture, economics, and politics.
c. the Democratic Party embraced modernity and thus

came to dominate national politics.
d. rural America regained its impact and strong moral

hold over the nation’s cities.
e. large cities came to have a profound influence on

Americans’ thinking and ways of living.

For additional study resources for this chapter, go to
Out of Many, AP* Edition at www.myhistorylab.com


